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Outside the 
Bubble ... 

Family found after being 
hidden for years 
Police in York City, Penn., have arrested 

the parents who kept the existence of their 
five children a secret. Parents, Louann 
Bowers, 33, and Sinhue Johnson, 45, are 
being charged with five felony counts of 
child endangerment. 
The children range in age from two to 

12 and appear to have been living in a 
dilapidated house in social isolation for 
their entire lives. 
The police found the family in the 

Pennsylvania home after following an 
anonymous tip received in 2009. 

Six Americans shot by gun 
man in Afghanistan 
On the border of Afghanistan and Paki 

stan, an Afghan border police officer shot 
six U.S. troops during a training mission. 
According to the Taliban, the gunman 

joined police in order to kill foreign 
soldiers. A Taliban spokesman said the 
gunman found the opportunity and killed 
six invaders. 
The death toll of six is the largest for 

NATO forces since nine died in September 
and NATO is investigating the shooting 
further. 
The shooting also points out the dangers 

m rhe rapidly expanding Afghan army and 
police while the transition of nationwide 
security continues. 

Government officials ad 
ss Wikileaks release 

~\\U b, a not-for-profit medi 
rganization 1s a website that publishes 
information not generally released to the 
public. 
Recently, WikiLeaks began publishing 

more than 250,000 confidential cables 
from correspondence between American 
embassies and the U.S. State Department. 
TheinformationdisdosesdetailsofU.S. 

diplomacy, assessments of foreign leaders 
and conflicts among allies and adversaries. 
The Obama administration believes the 

leaks could endanger lives and influence 
the trust among U.S. allies. 
U.S. Attomev General Eric Holder has 

launched a cri~inal investigation into the 
website publicauons and pledged to pros 
ecute those responsible. 
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Abroad programs among best in nation I 
By Rob Byrd I Staff writer Studying abroad is a major aspect oflife at the 

university, due in part to the university properties 
in London, Venice and Vienna. 

Senior Satie Munn, who studied at CasaArtom 
in Venice last fall, said that the abroad programs 
at the university were a major draw when she was 
applying ro colleges three years ago. 

"I was already thinking about applying to Wake, 
but when I saw Casa Artom in Venice on a family 
vacation during high school, I knew that I wanted 
to take advantage of the unique study abroad oppor 
tunities Wake had to offer," Munn said. 

'Tm not surprised that Wake is ranked so high for 
study abroad becauseI can tell you from experience 
that our houses and programs are truly exceptional." 
"Studying abroad largely shaped my college expe 

rience at Wake and influenced me way more than I 
ever imagined," senior Taylor Winn said, who stud 
ied through the university's program in Salamanca 

last fall and is currently a student ambassador for 
the Center for International Studies. 
In 2011, the university begins a program in South 

America, which includes two weeks in Argentina 
followed by a semester in Chile that could foster 
an increase in study abroad for students interested 
in programs outside Europe. 
The university far outranks competitive and rival 

universities in the Open Doors report. 
Dulce fills the number 19 position with 45 per 

cent of undergraduates studying abroad; Boston 
College is in the 22nd spot; Vanderbilt is 30th; 
and the University of Virginia ranks 37th. 
The Open Doors report and findings were dis 

cussed at a briefing weeks ago at the National Press 
Club in Washington, D.C., in conjunction with 
the observance of International Education Week 
and the importance of study abroad for increasing 
international cooperation. 

The university recently was announced as rank 
ing third in the nation among doctoral and research 
universities in the percentage of undergraduates 
that study abroad. 

According to the 2010 Open Doors report, 
published by the Institute ofinternational Educa 
tion, 63 percent of undergraduates received credit 
for study abroad during the 2008-09 academic year. 
Of the 1 ,063 degrees conferred by the univer 

sity in 2009, 670 of those students received study 
abroad ,;edit. 

Pepperdine University ranks first on this year's 
list with 73 percent, and the University of San 
Diego is second with 66 percent. 
The university, which was ranked fourth in the 

2009 report, bypassed the University' of Denver for 
the third position this year byl.6 percent. 

Should students turn to 
caffeine to get through 
the rigors of final week? 

Going "loko" and cracking 
open the dangers of 
alcoholic energy drinks 

By Nilam Patel & Katie Phillips 
News editor & Staff writer 

By Lauren Dayton I Staff writer 

Students at the university seem to have a 
taste for high energy, alcohol-laced drinks 
like the popular Four Loko but the major 
ity of the country does not. With the recent 
ban on the drink, which is available at most 
gas stations and grocery stores, many have 
been looking into the dangers associated 
with the "blackout in a can." 
Mary Claire O'Brien is an associate 

professor and the vice chair for academic 
affairs in the department of emergency 
medicine at the university's School of 
Medicine. 
She has been conducting research on 

high-risk drinking and alcohol-related 
injury since 2001 and since 2006 has been 
focusing on high-risk behavior associated 
with mixing alcohol and energy drinks. 
Her study was the first to link the prac 

tice to high-risk drinking and since its first 
publication in 2007 has been the only one 
which has linked the practice to injury. 

It is the most dreaded time of the year: 
the two weeks after Thanksgiving break. 
While final exams are not until the 

second week in December, the week 
before has been 'coined "hell week" by 
many students. 
With assignments, papers and tests 

piling up, students are relying more and 
more on caffeinated drinks. 
While many students consume caffeine 

almost daily, the percentage of students 
and the percentage of caffeine consumed 
increases exponentially the two weeks 
before Winter Break. 
Students at the university say that they 

drink on average, one cup of coffee a day. 
While coffee is the number one source of 
caffeine for students, soda and tea come 
in second and third, respectively. 
Regardless of the caffeine source, a large 

majority of students drink at least one caf 
feinated drink per day during the regular 
school year. 
But finals week is different. 
Some students reported that they fre 

quent Starbucks two to three times a day, 
mostly because of the easy access it has 
to the library. 
The ambience and "social" feel of the 

library provide a nice distraction for some 

Q: What first got you interested in 
this subject? 

A: In early 2006 I was already conduct 
ing research about high-risk drinking and 
alcohol-related injury. One evening when 
I was working in the ER I took care of a 
college student who was seriously intoxi- 

See Caffeine, Page A3 See Four Loko, Page A3 

1Rabbi Gisser newly appointed to the office of chaplain 

Rab~i Michael Gisser joins the. staff of the ~ffice.of the chaplain for 
the increasing Jewis~ population at the university. 

By Chris Earle! Staff writer Two such students, Morgan Frank 
lin and Jessica Leuchter, seem ener 
gized to promote religious liveliness 
and initiate new traditions on campus. 
"Religious pluralism is necessary for 

people to learn about Judaism and 
understand multiple points of view," 
Leuchrer said. 
Religious pluralism is indeed a 

growing trend among the universi 
ty's student body. While Catholicism 
remains the most prominent religious 
denomination on campus, members 
of the Jewish and Islamic faiths con 
tinue to see increased membership and 
involvement. 
AB Hanukah rapidly approaches, 

Rabbi Gisser and the university's 
Jewish students excitedly await the 
commencement of new traditions. 
In preparation for the holiday season, 

the chaplain's office has organized the 
university's first public menorah light 
ing. Members of the greater Winston 
Salem community will be invited to 
Hearn Plaza for a menorah lighting 
ceremony. 

According to Gisser, the six-foot 
tall menorah, which will remain 
on the quad throughout the Hanu 
kah season, is the largest in Forsyth 
County. 
This ceremony represents one of 

many initiatives instituted by the 
chaplain's office to involve the Win 
ston-Salem community with Jewish 
rituals at the university. 
Gisser says: "Sabbath services will 

be offered during the Hanukah season 
in an effort to introduce the larger 
Jewish community to the university's 
new traditions." 
As the university continues to 

become more conscious of religious 
diversity, Rabbi Gisser exhibits opti 
mism and exuberance. 
"Understanding other points of 

view is the key to religious tolerance 
not only in our school environment 
but in the greater community as well," 
Gisser said. 
The Rabbi's hiring demonstrates the 

university's g commitment to religious 
enrichment in the future. 

Lauren Martinez/Old Gold & Black 

Earlier this month, Rabbi Michael 
Gisser, a native of Montreal, signed 
on as the newest chaplain in the uni-: 
versiry's department of religious life. 
This historic hiring signifies the first 

time in our school's 176 year history 
a Jewish chaplain has been asked to 
offer spiritual service and guidance to 
the student body. 
Rabbi Gisser couples service to the 

university with his primary occupa 
tion as the assoqiate dean of religious 
life at the American Hebrew Academy 
in Greensboro. 
Rabbi Gisser remains enthralled 

at the enthusiasm surrounding reli 
gious life at the university. "Wake 
being such a small school adds tre 
mendously to the school's spiritual 
environment. There's a clear hunger 
to bring vibrancy to Jewish life" the 
Rabbi said. 
Gisser further cites that over 250 

of the university's students identify 
with the Jewish faith in some capacity. 
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There.are, 0 s days 
until 

Brieflies 
Annual Mistletoe Run open to 
participants 

The YMCA of Northwest North Caroli~a is 
sponsoring the 27th annual Mistletoe Run on 
campus. 
The event will take place on Dec. 4. 
A Fun Run will be held at 8.a.m., Half Mar 

athon at 8:15 a.m. and a 5K at 8:35 a.m. 
Registration is open until Dec. 3 is $35 for 

participants and day of race registration is 
$40 .. 
To register, pick up a registration pack at the 

YMCA on West End Blvd. on Dec. 3 from 12 
p.m. to 7:30 p.m. 
The alternate pick up date is on Dec. 4 from 

6:30 a.m. to 7:45 a.m. in the gym. 
For more information visit http:// central. 

ymcanwnc.org/ content286.html. 
You may also contact Beth Hair of the 

YMCA at (336) 721-2100. 

Dance concert to feature 
I 

students and faculty 

Modern and jazz choreography by Nina Lu 
cas, Diego Schoch, Amy Love Beasley, Cris 
tina Soriano, Robert Simpson and a tap piece 
by Gerson Lanza will be featured in the Nina 
Lucas and Friends Dance Concert. 
There will also be a performance by the 

Wake Forest University Dance Company. 
The concert will be held in MainStage The 

atre, Scales on Dec. 4 from 7:30 p.m. to 9 
p.m. 
For more information, contact Nina Lucas 

by email at lucasnm@wfu.edu. 

Annual Lovefest incorporates 
• different reli~)'ions together 

The Chaplains Office will sponsor the an 
nual Lovefeast at Wait Chapel on Dec. 5 from 
8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
For more information, contact Gayle Hart 
grove by email at hartgrgw@wfu.edu. 

Discover tips about wellness 
from expert 

The Professional Development Center will 
sponsor a discussion led by James Raper of the 
University Counseling Center. 
He will lend tips for findi.ng emotional bal 

ance, outline a wellness approach to living and 
discuss the positive effect of healthy commu 
nication skills on a positive sense of self. 
The talk, taking place on Dec. 9 from 12 

p.m. to 1 p.m. on Room 401 Benson, is open 
to members of alumni, community, faculty, 
family of faculty and staff, graduate students, 
retirees, staff and students. 
For additional information contact the Pro 

fessional Development Center at pdc@wfu. 
edu. 

Junior won business award for 
new idea 
Jackie Swoyer, a junior and a Business and 

Enterprise Management (BEM) major, won 
the first National State Farm Marketing and 
Sales Competition. 
The competition required students to devel 

op a detailed written marketing and sales plan 
targeted at the 18-25 year-old demographic. 
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Shag on the Mag 

Alcohol and Drug Charges 
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By Lauren Dayton I Staff wrner 
Jessica Richard, known to rn~ 

English students as the "Ja.n(: 
Austen professor," decided early 
in life that she would like to be 
a professor. Her interest in liter 
ary research began in high schoel, 
when she won a scholarship from 
the National Endowment for the 
Humanities . to conduct research 
on father figures in Jane Austen's 
literature the summer after her se 
nior year. 
After attending a small high 

school in Duluth, Minnesota 
(there were 37 people in her gradu 
ating class); she attended Goucher 
College in Baltimore on a full-ride 
merit scholarship. The former 
women's college was 70 percent 
women at the time and had a total 
enrollment of 900. 
"I loved it," Richard said, "but i.t 

was very small." 
Richard spent her junior year 

studying abroad at Oxford, wliete 
she took only English courses <Uld 
reveled in the independence of.the 
tutorial-style teaching. "The Clas$.- 

Old Gold c. 61 ~ N 

es required you to do a lot of the 
work on your own," Richard said, 
"w.·e would meet with theJrofes 
sor once per week and rea aloud 
dre paper we had written on that 
week's assignments." 
Richard would later use thfa 

method in her own courses at 
W.ake For.¢sr - srudents in all of 
her courses receive their grades via 
C()pforen&;~ in which the student 
reads his or her paper aloud and 
receives the grade immediately. 

.After gi:aduating from Goucher 
with her bachelors in English, 
™chard went .c. immediately to 
Princeton for her masters and 
PhD. Ahhpugh she completed all 
three degrees without taking any 
time off in between, Richard rec 
ommends that students consider a 
g:ip year. 
''l always tell students to take 

ti.me off .•. all"f..~here and' try pt}:i~ 
er 'thin 'Richard said. "I knew 
that I wanted to. be a professor, but 
even so, I dldift really explore ~ny 
ot1'1er options either." 
,~is seqJestet£\ichar4is reaphing 
~r)OO-levd cout§e on Jane Austen 
and a Ht<$r Ye;n- Seminar entitled 
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] 
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"Pursulrs of Happiness." This rYS 
traces human representations of 
happiness from classical philoso 
phy through medieval Christian 
philosophy, literature of the l Srh 
century, and modern psychology. 
Richard began teaching at the 

university in 2002, directly after 
completing her PhD. "I was drawn 
to \X!ake Forest as an ideal combi 
nation of my rwo earlier academic 
experiences," Richard said. "It pro 
vides the personalized approach of 
a liberal a~ts undergraduate college 
with the commitment to research 
at the univetsity level." The re 
search element was important to 
Richard, who wanted ro be able to 
both teach and maintain her own 
productivity as a scholar. The op 
ponu.nity to teach abroad in one 
of three university houses was also 
a plus. 
Richard eol:)sid¢rs the "n1cred 

ibly colle iaf' atmosphere to be 
a highlight of the university and 
has been part~cularly impressed by 
the extent to which her colleagu.es 
care for the gth.er faculty and th.i;: 
student~, Slit'...~d her family (hus- 
1,,and of 13 y~s Tim Blackburn 

anJ six vear old son No 
found Winston-S:ikm 1 
to be. "an incrrdibl} pie 
to live, with great arts o 
ties for a cit)' of rhi ~ize. 
Her first book, [he R 

Gambling in the 18tl (en 
ish Novel, will be publish 
grave this spring. The boa 
as her disscrtJtion and 
difficulty jump to full-len 
a challenge to Rich:ird. 
She is already looking 

her next hook. the tcnta 
for \\hich ts women as 
agents in 18th century 
and ''experiencing the p~ 
more mature scholar." 
Outside of her p 

work, Richard rnjoys 
canning, preserving, se 
host of other domestic 
She has played the cello 

of her life and in rhe past 
has been trying to learn theb 
Attending concem is an 
her favorite pa.~t-times. 
She is hoping to go to 

the spring to tour the ca 
vacation idea born from 
interest in architecture. 
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the POLICE BEAT 

• Unknown subject(s) entered a secured storage 
building and took items belonging to the Archery 
Team at 1:44 p.m. on Nov. 17. 
• Victim advised that rent money was placed 

under door of her office on Nov. 12. Money was 
discovered missing on Nov. 15 and reported on 
Nov. 19 at 9:51 p.m. 

Larceny 

Medical Events 

• Victim had an allergic reaction to eatingr 
at 9:31 p.m. on Nov. 17. Victim was rran)f est, 

~C( to Baptist Medical Center for treatment. 
the1 
drir 
Whc 

Property Damage 
• University Police responded co a c~I 31• ;h~ 

a.m. on Nov. 18 in reference to someoneelh· · sole the Wait Chapel bell tower without perJUI'' 
• Residence Life & Housing staff rerri· 

broken window at 6:36 p.m. on Nov. 20. {jniit ~ 
Police investigated the incident. . . ~ Peri 
• Residence Life & Housing staff advis · dr 

was damage to an interiorwindowar7:35P;, co~ 
Nov. 20. University Police noted thatanun lob 
object struck window and broke it. 
. • Unknown subject(s) damaged a card r<J'' str~ 
knocking it off of the wall. Damagnl'asrer and 
at 6:13 a.m. on Nov. 15. 

• Victim was transported to Wake Forest Univer 
sity Baptist Medical Center at 2:59 p.m. on Nov. 
16 due to abdominal pain. 
• Victim was jogging when he lost his footing 

causing him to fall at 7:09 p.m. on Nov. 17. He 
received cuts an abrasions to his face and left eye. 
Victim was transported to Forsyth Hospital. 

• University Police responded to a call in refer 
ence to an unresponsive male in Lot Eat 1 :21 a.m. 
on Nov. 18. It was determined that the offender 
had consumed alcohol while under the age of 21. 
Victim was transported to Wake Forest University 
Baptist Medical Center. 
• University Police responded to a call in reference 

to loud music at 12:27 a.m. on Nov. 18. Officers 
observed students underage consuming alcohol. 
One of the offenders was escorted to Student Health 
for treatment. 
• While responding to another call University 

Police observed the smell of marijuana in the suite 
at 7:40 a.m. on Nov. 20. Residence Life & Housing 
staff asked the residents to open the door. Students 
were found in possession of marijuana and drug 
paraphernalia. 



N~, News Old Gold & Black 
........ - 
Loved senior 
passes away 

By-Renee Slawsky I News editor 

Senior Terrell Ames of Baltimore, Md. passed 
away on Nov. 22 at his off-campus residence, just a 
fewweeks before his graduation from the university. 
The cause of death is still unknown to many but 

ids likely attributed to natural 
causes. 
Ames was a computer sci 

ence major who planned on 
going further into the field of 
electronics after leaving the 
university. 
Ames left a long list offriends 

who will dearly miss him and 
mourn his death. Ames 
He was often described as 

being very lovable and funny, 
oucgoing and someone with a big personality. 
He was always a hardworking student who really 

enjoyed a challenge. 
His family is currently still in the works of plan 

ning a private funeral but counselors and members 
ofche Office of the Chaplain are available for those 
who want to discuss the death of a student and 
friend with them. 
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Young sex lives exposed in lecture 
1 

University professor 
shares research on 
young men's minds 

its Fall 2009-10 Colloquium Series. 
Smiler received his bachelors of 

science in psy;chology from Virginia 
Tech, masters in clinical psychology 
from Towson University, and Ph.D. 
in developmental psychology from 
the University of New Hampshire. 
"I study masculinity. It's some- 

thing that 

reotype of men as Casanovas, or 
"players". · 
Media is perhaps the biggest 

contributor to this stereotype with 
celebrities like Tiger Woods and 
Charlie Sheen giving the male sex 
a bad reputation of being overly ca 
sual with relationships, especially of 

sexual nature. 
This character 

"Our perception, this Casanova has been a fix 
ture in American 
culture since the 
1970s. 
The 

of mens' inability to be absolutely ' 
certain until DNA testing is avail 
able. 

. However, his study of l Oth grade 
boys, Smiler acquired quantitative 
results that indicated that boys were 
most likely to endorse relationship 
focused reasons as their primary 
motive for both dating and sex. 
Less frequently endorsed reasons 

included .peer conformity and situ 
ational motives (e.g., "I was pur 
sued," "It just happened"). 
This evidence clearly contradicted 

the common stereotype and can 
even give hope to many women 
who question a pursuing man's in 
tentions. 

' Smiler also interviewed over 100 
male undergrads on their personal 
sexual encounters from first kiss/ 
intercourse to their most recent re 
lationships. 
He found four "types" of men, 

Casanovas with multiple partners, 
hook-ups and relationships, roman 
tics who had few partners and little 

By Shelby Taylor I Contributing writer 
Teenage boys are generally be 

lieved to be obsessed with sex and 
uninterested in romantic relation 
ships. 
But does this image bear any re 

semblance to reality? Across a series 
of studies, Andrew Smiler has ex 
amined various aspects of this ste 
reotype; his findings may surprise 
you. 
On Nov. 18·, visiting assistant 

professor of psychology Andrew 
Smiler delivered his recent research 
on masculinity at Young Men's Sex 
Lives. 
The event, sponsored by the 

Research, Development, and Ad 
vancement Committee Wake For 
est University's Women's and Gen 
der Studies Program was the last of 

anyone can 
do, male or fe 
male, but peo 
ple do it differ 
ently based on 
whether they 
call themselves 
boy or girl. It 
also changes as 
we get older, 
and it looks different if you iden 
tify yourself as a "jock" or a "nerd," 
Smiler said. 
"We learn about masculinity 

from a lot of different sources; es 
pecially the media and our family, 
but these sources do~:t always give 
us the same messages. 
With his research, Smiler hopes 

to shed light on the common ste- 

stereotype, does not describe 
reality:' 

Andrew Smiler conven 
. tion, Smiler 
notes, also derives 
from a much less 
polluted source. 

The fact that men can essentially 
produce hundreds of babies a year 
in comparison with a woman's abil 
ity to have approximately one cre 
ates a natural mindset that men are 
skirt chasers. 
Questions of paternity equally 

contribute, as with women pater 
nity is assured while popular televi 
sions shows such as Maury play off 

Lecturer 

See Masculinity, Page A7 

Caffeine: Detrimental fjnql-week habits raise concern 
Senior Diana Walker states, "It 

is important to me to support 
Campus Grounds, for the events 
they provide campus and for the 
effort put forth by the school to 
preserve the student -run venture 
... the coffee is great too!" 
Loyola University conducted 

a study where 79 undergradu 
ates, 20 male and 59 female, were 
recruited to participate to deter 
mine the relationship between 
caffeine intake and study habits. 
Participants were given a survey 

with three questions polling their 
caffeine intake and the effect it 

Continued from Page A 1 

space and background noise pro 
vide a conducive atmosphere for 
srudying. 
Campus Grounds also notes 

an increase in sales during finals 
week and the week leading up to 
it. In increasing numbers, stu 
dents spend significantly more 
hours in Campus Grounds 
during this week and next, often 
for a more relaxed study atmo 
sphere, but sometimes to support 
the student-run coffee shop. 

had on 
t h e i r 
school 
work. 
The first 

question asked 
the students to rate 
on a scale of 1 to 
5 (a lot more than 
usual to barely any), 
how much studying 
they would get done 
if they did not con 
sume caffeine at all. 
Findings are interest 
ing, especially for the 

university's per 
spective when 
so rnuch more 
caffeine is con 
sumed during 

. ~ high study times 
; ~ such as finals 
~ week: 43 reported 
f6, that they con 
~ surned caffeine, 

, ~ and 35 reported 
. }:; that they do not 
£ consume caffeine 
I ~ on a regular basis. 
f \..'.! The second ques 

tion asked the stu-. 

dents to rate on a scale of 1 to 
5 (very well to not well), how 
much informatibn they would 
retain from studying without 
consuming any caffeine. 
Their levels of anxiety were also 

measured by asking the students 
• to rate themselves on a scale of 1 
to 5 (extreme anxiety to no anxi 
ety), how much anxiety they feel 
while studying for an exam. 
Interestingly, the test found that 

participants who consumed caf 
feine while preparing for an exam 
showed no significant difference 
from participants who had not 

consumed caffeine while prepar 
ing for an exam. 

According to the study, caf 
feine only stimulates the mind 
and wakefulness but it does not 
increase productivity. 
Whether through coffee, tea 

or even RedBull, it does not 
appear that caffeine consump 
tion will decrease any time soon 
on campus. Students just need 
to consume caffeine in modera 
tion as caffeine can pose negative 
health risks such as elevated heart 
rates, addiction, headaches and 
dehydration to name a few. 

ward-winning producer, alumnus gives talk 
flr:S:!:"~.~ 

Dubose has produced in his career .. 
These clips included Trey Song'z "My 
Moment," Monica's "Still Standing," 
The "Michael Vick Project" and Key 
sha Cole's "The Way it is." 
Dubose Entertainment abides by the 

three words - entertain, 'educate and 
inspire. Dubose's company is based in 
Hollywood where he lives with his wife 
and children. 
Dalton said she never doubted Du 

bose's abilities when he was a student 
and, "his talents were obvious from 
the first class." She explained that this 
was a case where the student taught the 
teacher. 
Dalton first asked, "What is the most 

important thing you learned at Wake 
Forest University?" · 
Dubose answered, "go to study hall," 

as his former teammates and audience 
members laughed, He then explained 

experiences in 
the production 
industry. Dubose 
graduated in 1990 
after a successful 
four years aca 
demically as well 
as athletically as a 
football player. 
Mary Dalton, 

Co-Director of 
the Documentary 

Film Program, . and Dubose's former 
teacher, asked him questions to guide 
the presentation. 
The presentation began with impres 

sive clips of music videos and shows 

that he learned how to form meaning 
ful and valuable relationships at Wake, 
which is a necessity for the industry he 
is in. 
During his four years at the univer 

sity Dubose was passionate about foot 
ball. 
He explained that although he loved 

the sport, he never understood what 
it would take to be a "great football 
player." 
Dalton asked Dubose how he got· 

into his current field of production 
and he said he knew he was not a great 
employee so he wanted to own his own 
company. 
"I wanted to tell stories," Dubose 

said. - 
After college Dubose got a job in LA 

as a productive assistant. He explained 
that this essentially meant doing what 
ever his boss asked of him from pick- 

ing up his kids to running errands all 
over town. 
Dubose was frustrated by this posi 

tion and told his boss he did not go 
to college to spend his time running 
errands. 
After that point his boss respected 

Dubose and helped him get into cre 
ating budgets for productions. Dubose 
said the favorite part of his job is that 
he has the opportunity to "meet so 
many great people." 
He has built great relationships in 

the industry and is able to pursue his 
passion of story telling. His goal in 
producing shows and music videos is 
to "tell stories I identify with and· un 
derstand." 
When Dubose was asked about life 

in Hollywood he laughed and said he 
doesn't allow himself to get caught up 
in the materialistic aspects of the city. 

",A.t tl;ie end of the day I. was raised 
in the church and Greensboro, North 
Carolina and I always remember that." 
Dubose's sense of faith helps him 

cope with the competitive, cut-throat 
industry he is constantly involved 
with. 
"I've had more downs that ups and 

that's where faith comes in," Dubose 
said. . 
_ He described ways to succeed in the 
production industry and he said pas 
sion is imperative. 
Dubose said most people give up the 

first time they are told no because they 
lack the drive and passion to carry on. 
Dubose focuses on his passions of 

football and music in his production 
and encourages all university students 
to pursue their passions and take chal 
lenges in whatever fields they are inter 
ested in. 

Four Loko: Expert speaks on risky energy-alcohol drink 
Continued from Page A 1 

es. 
rnt a college student who was seriously intoxicated- to 

·ye.t the point of being comatose. He was in the ER for 
bani more than eight hours. 

When he woke up and I asked how he had become 
so drunk he told me that he and his friends had 
been doing Jagerbombs (which I learned were a 
mixed drink which combines a glass of Red Bull 
and a shot of Jagermeister). 
None of the people who were doing research at 

the time knew about this phenomenon of alcohol 
and energy drinks, so I suggested we add ques 
tions about it to the annual survey we were already 
conducting of college students. 
2006was the first year those questions were added 

to the survey and the data has been consistent in 
the years since then. 

Q: What was the purpose of the study? 
A: The purpose of the study was three-fold: 1) to 

establish the prevalence of the behavior of mixing 
alcohol and enqgy drinks, 2) to establish whether 
there was a connection between alcoholic energy 
drinks and high-risk drinking and 3) to determine 
whether students who drank alcoholic energy drinks 
Were more likely to be injured or harmed than 
those who consumed a comparable amount of 
solely alcohol. 

Q: What were the results of the study? 
A: The results of the study were that around 24 

percent of college students mix alcohol an~ energy 
dnnks (both mixing their own and purchasmg pre 
combined alcoholic energy drinks like Sparks, Four 
Loko, etc). 
The study established that there is an extremely 

strong connection between alcoholic energy drinks 
and high-risk drinking: they were associated with 

more binge-drinking days in a given month, more 
drinks in a single evening, a higher record number 
of drinks for an individual and twice as many drunk 
days in a week. · 
But the most important finding of the study was 

in response to its third purpose: that even when 
accounting for the increased amount of alcohol, 
students who drank alcoholic energy drinks were 
more likely to be seriously injured (enough to see 
a doctor or go to the hospital), more likely to be 
sexuallyassaultedorcommitsexualassaultandmore 
likely to get in the car with a drunk driver or drive 
drunk themselves. 

manufacturers of alcoholic energy beverages on 
Nov. 17, itwasmerelyenforcingthelawestablished 
by the 1959 Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. 

Kahlua contains only 1 lmg of caffeine - approxi 
mately 1I10 of a cup of coffee. 
On the other hand, the average alcoholic energy 

drink contains almost fourteen times as much caf 
feine (l 50mg). And Irish coffee is different because 
it is a hot beverage and therefore harder to consume 
quickly: you can't bo,ng or shot-gun an Irish coffee, 
you'd kill yourself 

Q: You were on duty in the ER during the 
pledge night debacle last spring, do you think 
alcoholic energy drinks were a factor that night? 
A: I can't say with certainty, but given the blood 

alcohol content levels reached by relatively novice 
drinkers, I would not be surprised. 
That particular evening I worked the first shift 

when theywernall too drunk to talk. Doing research 
on alcoholic energy drinks has exposed me to the 
culture on college campuses which has emerged 
over the last two decades, one which condones 

. drunkenness. 
People certainly drank when I was in college, and 

although drunkenness wasn't anathema, it was never 
seen as cool. People who were chronically drunk 
were seen as stupid or sloppy or both. 
Now that sort ofbehavior is seen as acceptable. As 

a doctor and a researcher, my interest is in helping 
people avoid high-risk situations. 

It's the risk I am worried about, rather than 
the drinking itself I am angry at the companies 
whose advertising and marketing strategies were 
an egregious violation of regulation. 
People of legal age should be allowed to drink 

responsibly, all:d I would hope that, given the proper 
information, people would drink in a way that they 
avoid high-risk situations. 

Q: If consuming these beverages was so risky, 
what was their appeal? 
A: These drinks were popular because of their 

price and their accessibility. College kids are moti 
vated by price. 
A23.5ozcan·ofFour Loko contained the equiva 

lent of 5.6 Bud Lights and 1.5 cups of brewed 
coffee - for $2.50 that's quite a deal. 
' They were 12.5 percent alcohol products which· 
tasted like orange juice or grape juice. Access was 
also a big issue; these drinks were sold in conve 
nience stores right next to the non-alcoholic energy 
drinks. People could buy a drink with three times 
as much alcohol as beer without having to go to 
a liquor store. 

Q: How dangerous are these drinks really? 
A: The real danger comes from the fact that mixing 

alcohol and energy drinks impairs a person's ability 
to determine how intoxicated they are. 
This happens because of the way alcohol and caf 

feine interact in the brain (alcohol affects a number 
of different neurotransmitters, but caffeine only 
affects one, the one which makes you feel tired). 
This is the same whether the drink comes in a 

can or is mixed by a bartender. Is one Red Bull 
and-vodka going to kill you? Probably not. One of 
them has only 44g of caffeine (half a cup of coffee) 
and a single shot of vodka. But consuming any 
caffeine can make it harder for someone to g~uge 
how intoxicated they are. 

Q: So what is the difference between buying a 
pre-made alcoholic energy drink and purchasing 
a combined mixed drink (like a Red Bull-and 
vodka) at a bar? 
A: On the chemical level, nothing. The Nov. 

16 announcement of Phusion Project (the maker 
of Four Loko) that they would be removing the 
caffeine from their alcoholic beverages on the eve 
of the FDA's censure of alcoholic energy drink 
manufacturers is only half the battle, as far as I'm 
concerned. 

I hope that bar owners will get the message and 
recognize that serving these drinks is a liability 
because of the increased risk of injury. 

It's not just the product, but the practice of 
combining alcohol and energy drinks which is 
dangerous. 
People ask me, "what about Kahlua? What about 

Irish coffee?" Both of those drinks have caffeine, 
but in much smaller quantities. A single serving of 

Overall, the popularity of alcoholic energy drinks 
can be seen as being dangerous for many students 
and is being looked into both locally and nationally. 

Q: Four Loko and other alcoholic energy drinks 
have been on the market for a couple of years, 
why hasn't the FDA done anything about them 
before? 
A: The full answer to that question would require 

a long and detailed history of the laws and regula 
tions of alcohol and energy drinks. 
The short story is that the addition of caffeine to 

alcohol has never been permitted by regulation, so 
that when the FDA issued a warning letter to four 
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Seniors have much 
to celebrate in spring .A seniors enrer the last have one huge obligation (or 

days of their second more!). 
o last semester; In terms of senior events, 

they may start to. feel a little there will be a wine and 
overwhelmed. After all, this beer tasting in the spring 
is likely the very last fall they · among other exciting events. 
will spend on the university There will be quite a few 
campus. opportunities for the seniors 
However, there is no need to bond together as a cl.ass 

to be too anxious about the and reunite with people from 
upcoming, final semester of their freshman halls and the 
your college career. Study like. 
hard for your exams and Senior events aren't the 
enjoy the end of the fall only thing for seniors to look 
season on campus. forward to. 
Hopefully, we'll have a nice The April Fools' edition of 

day or two left before we go the OGE will come out next 
back home. semester, which the senior 
When you come back, OGE staffers are already 

seniors, there is plenty to excited about making. 
look forward to. After all, In conclusion, be sure to 
the seniors already had a have fun spring semester, 
successful semester this seniors! 
semester with the 1834 Take advantage of the 
campaign's Last Resort downtown shuttle and spend 
party and the senior tailgate plenty of time with your 
at the last home football friends. 

11 game. Futhermore, whilethe Do things you have 
football team struggled a bit never done before, such as 
this season, we did win the exploring Davis field, which 
final game against Vanderbilt. is quite large. Also, have a 
Congratulations to the picnic in Reynalda gardens 
football team's seniors for when it gets warmer outside. 
ending their college football Take advantage of all that 
careers with a great win! the university has to offer. 
It's always nice to beat SEC This is your last chance to 
teams. attend events such as Shag on 
Next semester, there is the Mag, Seize the Quad and 

much more to look forward Wake 'N Shake. 
to for the senior class. Many Be sure to attend theater 
seniors are taking a lighter and dance performances on 
schedule next semester, campus. This is probably the 
with classes such as Career last chance you will have to 
Planning and Beginning attend these kind of events 
Golf for such a low price! Some 
It's much nicer to have events are even free with your 

a light 12-hour schedule student ID. 
than a challenging 16-hour Maybe go to a basketball 
schedule. game or two, even if you' re 
Spending less time in ZSR not a fan, just to be able to 

is always a plus, because say that you went. 
that means actually enjoying Don't forget about class 
university life more. entirely, but try not to stress 
Additionally, many too much about good old 

leadership positions on Work Forest. 
campus run from January to Make next semester the best 
December, meaning that a semester that you've ever had 
lot of seniors will no longer at the university. 
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Breaking the Wake Forest Bubble I 
Hamlin's Rarnblins 

Grade obsesssion 
prevents growth 

Yet, I think often times our 
grades outweigh our true 
purpose of existence at 
Wake Forest. We are not here can to come out on 

top and prove to our 
professors that we · 
belong at the head of 
the class. 
Yet, I think often 

times our grades 
outweigh our true 
purpose of existence 

at Wake Forest. wre. are not here solely 
to be recognized by a number, but 
we are here to be recognized as an 
intelligent and growing young adult. 
If we can remember this, we may get 
more out of our time at this university. 
In the rat race of life, too often we are 

too busy and.move at too fast of a pace 
to slow down and appreciate the world 
around us. 
We are too consumed with projects, 

tests and papers to sit down and have 
an intellectual debate. 
We think that our-time is too 

precious and that we can't sacrifice a 
second of our lives to simply be and 
talk. 
In a season of thanks and community, 

it is important to remember our 
community of Wake Forest. It is 
important to realize that conversations 
with our peers may help us down the 
road more than a test grade ever will. 
And, if we can learn to actually live, 
instead of just exist, who knows what 
opportunities of growth may lay before 
us. 

solely to be recognized by a 
number, but we are here to be 
recognized as an intelligent 
and growing young adult. 

"Rat race" of college 
experience detracts from 
meaningful student life 

Hamlin Wade 
Staff columnist 

I n the month bookended between 
Thanksgiving and Christmas lies the 
most fearful experience of the college 

semester: exams. It's the time of year when 
we forfeit sleep and nutrition to cram as 
much studying in as possible. 
We'll stay up late into the night; making 

numerous trips to refuel on coffee and pace 
around the library, making 
sure that we don't fall 
asleep right before genius 
strikes. Yet, in this hectic 
and sometimes hellacious 
time, it is important to 
remember just how good 
we have it. · 
Yes, the work may be 

too much to bear at times, 
but if we step back and 
actually realize what the 
work implies, we realize 
that we and our peers are 
the luckiest people on the 
planet. 
It seems,' without fail, that this time of 

year bears fruitful and heartfelt discussion. 
Every year, the exam period brings around 
a conversation that reminds me of why I 
am investing time and money into higher 
education. Sitting around, peering-over 
book after book, someone inevitably 
sparks up a conversation regarding their 
assignment. 
It can be political, religious, 

environmental or on any other subject, but 
regardless of the topic, you're hooked. One 
moment you can be discussing the relative 
worth of religion in society and the next 
you can be debating whether or not the 
political structure of America is headed in 
the right direction. 
You forget about your work and sit back 

and 'discuss key issues, raising new points 
and arguments, all the while anxiously 
awaiting your fellow peers' remarks, 
allowing-you to challenge yourself to 
creatively combat their claims. 
To the outside world, this seems like nerd 

central. A bunch of college kids, sitting 
around in the late hours of the night, 
discussing the existence of God or the 
benefits of a capitalistic society. It seems 
comical to waste your "precious" exam time 
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discussing unrelated topics, forgoing 
your own workto'discuss someone· 
else's. But, if you really think about it, 
that's really the point of the university, 
isn't it? ' · 
The university doesn't welcome in 

first year students with the expectation 
of spitting them out in four years 
solely possessing a grade point average 
and a piece of paper certifying your 
graduation. 
Instead, the university wants you to 

grow and develop as a person. It could 
care less whether or not you finish 
on the Dean's List. Rather, the point 
of the university is to challenge us 
intellectually and force us to combat 
ideas and notions that we otherwise 
wouldn't possess. 
It would be foolish of me to sit here 

and purport that we shouldn't care 
about grades and that we should rather 
only focus on conversations. I'll be the 
first to admit that I measure academic 
success based on my grades at the end 
of the term. 
With graduate school on the horizon, 

we all slave over our 
papers and tests, 
locked in an ever 
raging battle against 
the professors. We 
will do everything we 

Hamlin ~de is a junior political science 
major from Charlotte, NC. 
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Quick Quotes pre> 
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"If I found something! 

liked, I would eat it fort\\~ 
days straight'.' 

- Chris Voigt, the executi1: 
director for the Washingt~ 
State Potato Commission, 
commenting on his two 

month spuds-only diet, dori 
in attempt to raise awaren~. 
about /ow-income voucher 
receivers being unable to 
use their funds on white 

potatoes. 

" " ] 
yo "We want to give our 
ex< 

clients great tastea\c.\\ea? an 
prices and give themt\\e P' 
possibility to party a ntt~ a; 

ahead of time' ~{j ,~a 
Cb 

- Laurent NiewolinsM S 
marketing diredorof ~~: 

Quick Burger, explaini~ col 
the reasoning behindt~ fro 
new, limited edition ho/id: 
offering of foie gras burgr c! 
for five euros in restaurar an 

all over France. eac 
Cl 
en 
ev1 
sin 
of 
wa 
\ 

"I was thinking, if hege: Hi 
hit I can't go to worklt1 on 

Sunday. I can't miss out.~l ne 
h time-and-a-half daf. th 
trt 

- Carlos Flores, a NewYCP Le 
City grocery clerk turn~ Tl. 
local hero, speakingto - 
reporters after rescuingo 
man whohadfallenonro 
the subway tracks, anoa 

that the Metropolitan Tran: 
Authority called "heroicbc: 

dangerous!' Pric 
edt 

" " 

" " 

"I now have a lot of 
psychopaths on the l 

account and it's bestl~a~ 
another one, kisses: 1 Ypic 

WhicJ 
- Alicia Machado, a have 

former Miss Universe from as las 
Venezuela, tweetingafin~ Rose: 

. . accor 
messaqe after receiving regari 
cyber attacks about her 1llan 

mistaken statementinwhid artic). 
·· and she hoped for pea~e betwee bad 1i 

the two Chinas, msteadd Firs 
the two Koreas, after No~ ~ith 

Korea's recent artillery I iflici 
shelling of a South Korean ret~ 

island. illode 
Bo, 
•goo 
seven 
live o 
ken 
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Searching for ~quality I A Citizen's Public Duty 

Matt Moran edu.~ 
1569~ 

T he gaunt, ghost-like figure of 
1YSl)J) Julian Assange has inundated 
icatJQn the media this past week as 

his organization, WikiLeaks released 
:dna; irs third major round of material. 
rity.~ WikiLeaks got substantial press for 

. rhe first rwo, which included a video 
Pnnt~ of American soldiers apparently 
--.... mistakenly firing on some journalists 

and "The Iraq War Logs," detailing 
previously unreleased information 

!S on casualties - including civilian 

Staff columnist 

- from the Iraq War. The latest 
round of leaks comprised of 
confidential diplomatic cables .sent 
to Washington from many American 
embassies abroad was supposed to 
cause major embarrassment to the 
United States. Instead, they mostly 
confirm what everyone knows. 

There is some gossip in the leaks, 
but nothing surprising. Italian prime 
minister Silvio Berlusconi is "vain," 
"feckless" and not fit to be a leader 
in a modern European state. British 
royalty is rude. Vladimir Putin is an 
"alpha dog." None of this should 
surprise anyone. 
Other information is a bit more 

interesting. It is no secret that Gulf 
states like Bahrain, the U.A.E. and 
Saudi Arabia dislike Iran, but the 
leak reveals that those states asked 
the U.S. specifically to bomb Iran 
and refer to the country as "evil." 
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• effect no 
and would prop it up indefinitely. 
Occasionally it's great to be proven 
wrong. Mr. Kim must feel awkward 
indeed - his government did 
recently launch an artillery barrage 
against another sovereign state. 

Knowledge 
of his patron's 
disproval must 
make the lobster 
he eats with silver 

nothing more than a treasure chopsticks taste 
just a bit poorer. 

European 
countries actually 
seem sympathetic 
to the United 

States on the whole. 
Every country relies upon 

its diplomats making frank 
and occasionally offensive 
characterizations of other countries 
and leaders. There is no doubt 

At the end of the day, the 
Wikileaks collection will be 

trove for academics and a 
hiccup in diplomatic security. 

"buffer state" and 
would accept a reunified Korea 
under Seoul's control. This columnist 
is very pleasantly surprised by this 
revelation - in previous articles 
I have argued that the Chinese in 
fact want the North as a buffer 

that European diplomats have 
questioned, for instance, why Barack 
Obama never seems to show any 
emotions. Would those diplomats 
like those cables released? Obviously 
not. But can some name calling 
dismantle relationships built on 
decades of cooperation and shared 
interests? Also obviously not. 

At the end of the day, the 
WikiLeaks collection will be 
nothing more than a treasure trove 
for academics and a hiccup in 
diplomatic security. 

America's relations with the rest of 
the world will not be harmed. Julian 
Assange, however, might want to go 
.into hiding for a while - the CIA 
might be looking for something to 
do. 

Matt Moran is a junior history major 
[rom Pittsburgh, Penn. 

This will make Israel a bit less 
lonely in the region and probably 
prompt the Sunni Arab states to 
grow something approaching a spine. 

The Chinese apparently are fed up 
with North Korea and will allow the 
country to collapse a 
few years after Kim 
Jong-II dies. 

Chinese 
officials informed 
the American 
ambassador to the 
country that China 
places little value 
on the North as a 
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Clothes 
Now if you've read our two past columns 
(and bless your little soul if you have), you 
already know that we love talking about 
seasonal fashions. This column will be no 
exception. Though Christmas fashions might 
lend themselves to being extraordinarily 
tacky (we're thinking the enormous, nubbly 
sweaters with the giant teddy bear holding 
a dormouse here), there are so many things 
to love. Red velvet dresses, funky tights 
and outlandish headbands can make you 
the standout hottie at your family's holiday 
party. 

Holiday goodies 
All you health-conscious freaks, back away. 
Or beware the wrath of two carbohydrate 
snortin, sugar-lovin hot mamas. That would 
be us, for all you hatas out there. Let's start 
with the sweets, shall we? Advent calendars 
provide a.nice little treat each day of this 

, Il1,0St.gl~ri9,us month. Dark chocolate 
peppermint bark tastes ,like a piece of heaven 
(the non-judgmental kind, obvs). Truffles 
are orgasmic. And we haven't gotten to the 
real food yet. Yay for Thanksgiving round 
2! Ham, turkey, roast beef, pies galore and 
stuffing make an encore appearance ... IN 
OUR BELLY. Foreign foods even join in 
on the fun. We're big fans of that German 
favorite stollen, a coffee cake confection. We 
finally have enough time to bake and try out 
fun new recipes (even if they're not always 
successful). Even holiday drinks make 
us salivate. Eggnog, hot chocolate with 
Peppermint schnapps, spiced apple cider - 
there's really no way to go wrong. 

Christmas decorations 
Let's preface this section by making a 
statement to all of you who might think 
we're being politically incorrect with all this 
Christmas stuff. Full disclosure. One of 
us is a Jew, and the other is (technically) a 
Hindu. So, no criticisms allowed. We just 
love the Christmas spirit. With that boring 
legal crap behind us, let's move on to the 
good stuff: WREATHS! Wreaths allow for 
all sorts of individuality to come to the fore. 

There's just something about seeing sparkly 
holiday lights that immediately dilates our 
coronaries. Christmas trees adorned with 
beautiful ornaments make our spirits By. We 
love driving around our neighborhoods to 
rate other's decorating styles. 

or four times in the microwave. Showering 
stops becoming a public health hazard and 
starts getting fun.- Don't be nasty, folks. All 
we mean is you don't have to wear shower 
shoes, you don't need to worry about that 
suspicious green growth on the Boor of the 
shower and you can stop swart" ng cockroaches 
with your shampoo bottle. Free time 

When we're at the university, there's hardly 
any time to do much outside of our fairly Snow times 
rigid schedules. We are eternally juggling Whether you are a snow veteran from Maine 
classes, homework, extracurricular activities or snow virgin from Florida, the first white 
and meetings. It's a lucky day and night (and storm of the season is always a spectacle. The 
one, we'll warrant, that hasn't happened to inner five-year-old in all of us comes out at 
anyone on this campus) when we can sit the sight of the pristine beauty of the white 
down, relax and do absolutely nothing all day. goodness. We don our boots, rush out into 
When we're on winter break, however, you the icy blizzard, and proceed to spend hours 
wouldn't recognize these two couch potatoes. frolicking like carefree nymphs. Making snow 
There's finally time to read books for fun, angels, mixing snow cream, creating hordes 
cuddle with our doggies by the fireplace and of snowmen - what more could you want? 
revel in the sweetness of doing absolurely And let us tell you, you haven't played football 
nothing. .unril you've played pick-up football- in the 
Eight (14) hours of sleep, days (or,>r;\efs), , , . , ,~flO(V and your tubby uncle ta~k)\~)yoy,." , , ,., .. ,, 

where we don't get out of sweats and hoocl.ies, 
all-day marathons of the television variety Shout-outs 
(enough time to catch up on past TV shows Since this is our last issue as co-editors, 
and discover new ones, thanks Netflix and it's time to get sentimental. Get prepared, 
Hulu!)and finally, time to take advantage of y'all. This semester has been quite a ride, 
those post-Christmas sales, real conversations with many delirious Wednesday nights (the 
with family members - these are the dreams products of which have been our certifiably 
that get us through these hellish two weeks. loony columns), InDesign Bubs, oopsie 

daisies and screw-ups and Fratbeatz all night 
long. 
As we leave for winter break, we'd like to 

say a quick thank you to all of our amazing 
seniors, for whom this is our last issue. CeCe, 
Caroline, Rachel, Hunter, Chantel, Hannah 
(from Meenu), we wish you all the bestl 
And for you, the reader, if you've gotten this 

far, we salute you. We.know it wasn't easy. 
But thanks for sticking with our shenanigans 
this semester, and thanks for reading the 
OGE. Have an absolutely wondrous and 
magical winter break! 

Laundering, Showering, Cooking (a.k.a. 
Home Econ. class) 
As fun as dorm life can be, life at home also 
has the little pleasures that become veritable 
holes in our lives at college. For the first time 
in months, we don't have to lug·our laundry 
down three Bights of stairs, simultaneously 
balancing bottles of detergent and fabric 
softener and trying to slide our key card 
into the reader (is someone really trying to 
break into the laundry room?). We can wash 
our clothes like civilized peoople, without 
the risk of someone stealing your clothes or 
mysteriously losing socks. 
We can finally cook, and by cook, we mean 

real food, not Ramen or EasyMac. Ovens 
actually become hot, stovetops actually ignite 
and it is no longer necessary to heat food three 

Hannah Werthan is a senior English and history 
major from Nashville, Tenn. Meenu Krishnan is 
a sophomore history and political science major 
from Johnson City, Tenn. 

I t's a familiar feeling - the vomit rises 
in your throat, there is an inexplicable 
throbbing in the back of your head and 

vour eyes twitch uncontrollably from an 
excess of caffeine. You look at your calendar 
.'d literally almost have a hernia. Tests, 
; rs and projects loom on the horizon, 
:.r F> ~o/ (ZSRj,~es your new 
'tit frieJ1d· {?i/,t gqn't,.tf"espair, there's alvy;-tY?i , 1 
air (for those hairy armpits). But seriously, r 

Christmas break is just around the corner! 
So, with that optimistic spirit in mind, we 

invite you to read our must list for Christmas 
break. Within this sure-to-be fascinating 
collection of holiday joys, you will emerge 
from your cloak of misery. 

Holiday movies 
Gather around the family television for the 
annual Christmas specials that come on 
each channel. A Charlie Brown Christmas, A 
Christmas Story and It's a Wonderfal Life have 
entertained families for generations with their 
everlasting appeal. But traditions are not ' 
simply limited to classic films; we are big fans 
of new hits that proven their mettle in more 
ways than one. 
You know the ones we mean - Elf, The 

Holiday and the James Bond marathon 
on Spike TV. So join in the fun and make 
new traditions with your family. We're also 
looking forward to upcoming holiday releases 
that have piqued our attention and generated 
tremendous award season buzz, including 
Love and Other Drugs, The Black Swan and 
The Inside job. 

University student defendsprofessors' class policies 
. . 

Priceless college 
education deserves 
respect and gratitude· 

Patrick Noel 
Guest columnist 

This year I have started reading 
the school paper more 
frequently and thoroughly. 

Typically there are articles with 
which I disagree, but none of them 

,, a have angered me quite so much 
, from as last issue's article by Maddy 
a find Rose: "Professors should be more 

accomodating of students" (Nov. 19) 
vin9 regarding professors' attitudes toward 
thel 1h~nksgiving break. This particular 
1 whi~ article, I feel, paints both the students 
ort/ft anb d the faculty in an undeservingly 
- I ad light. · ·ado p· ff . trst o , the comparison drawn 
NorW '~1th the Indians in regard to the 
rer; difficulties of travelling are ridiculous. 
J(eon . 1 don't think I need to enumerate the 

relative conveniences and efficiencies of 
modern travel. 
However, the writer does bring up 

a good point when she reveals that 
;~enty-four percent of Wake students 
bVe our of state. Travel has still not 
een perfected, and physics requires 

tof 
the 
: I sta~ 

// es. 

a certain amount of time to travel 
·any distance. These observations, 
though, should not be directed at 
the teachers. There are plenty of 
faculty, I'm sure, who also planned 
on travelling out of state or over 
long distances. They would have 
loved an extra day to travel o.r relax 
or even grade all of the papers that 
we snuck in right ~efore the break. I 
know several teachers who took the 
hit to grade papers over the b~eak, 
you know, working, because their 
students would rather have written 
that paper before the break than 
come back to campus dreading an 
insurmountable amount of work. 
Any complaints about the length 

of breaks should really be directed at 
the administration, which makes the 
schedule. 
In fact, I believe I remember 

reading a piece in this very paper 
asking, appropriately, for the 
administration to give students more 
time off. 

Se~ondly, I have not seen any of the 
hostility that this writer is describing. 
I actually noticed that in a few of my 
classes, students were able to do work 
early in order to subsequently leave 
campus early. In fact, in my three 
years at Wake, I have had very few 
teachers who Bat out refuse to listen 
to students. 

They understand how hard Wake 
is. They understand that we take 
five classes a semester,. and that each 
class is fighting to earn priority 
in our oh-so-busy schedules. But 

· simultaneously, they know that you 
have to be intelligent to be admitted 
here. These teachers care about their 
students, and they care about their 
education. That's why they are at 
Wake, rather than some big state 
school. . 
In the same vein, 

they are not going 
to go out of their 
way for students 
who do not put in 
the same amount 
of effort into the 
classes that the 
faculty does. 
When I came 

home, my father 
told me a story 
about a teacher in his university who 
tried to let stuaents out early for 
Thanksgiving break by cancelling his 
class. One student stood up and said 
something along the lines of "excuse 
me, I'm paying for this, we're having 
class". Not a single" student in the 
class disagreed with him. 
Normally, I would not have 

problems with inconsistencies in 
facts or rationality, especially in the 

opinion section, but this piece really 
gives the hard-working students here 
a bad name. This piece makes the 
entire student body look like a bunch 
of spoiled little brats, which irks me 
in a way that nothing else can. 
Students need to look around 

and realize how lucky we are to go 
to Wake Forest. Isn't Thanksgiving 
traditionally about giving thanks? . 
Complaining about the teachers 

"havi~g the 
nerve to do ... 
well, really 
anything, is 
completely 
out of line. 
Unfortunately, 
the writer's 
opinions seem 
to penetrate 
other students' 
minds as well. 
I always hear 

some of II\Y friends griping about 
teachers assigning too much, or being 
unreasonable, but if you step back 
and take a look at the big picture, 
it's more than likely the case that the 
student is simply frustrated. 
I have been living away from home 

since I was fourteen years old. At 
my high school, there were students 
from Thailand, Korea, Cameroon, 
Palestine, Afghanistan, Latvia and 

I always hear some of my friends 
griping about teachers assigning 
too much, or being unreasonable, 
but if you step back and take a 
look at the big picture, it's more 
than likely the <;:ase that the stu- 
dent is simply frustrated. 

other countries all over the world, 
who didn't really get to go home for 
any breaks. But they didn't care. They 
knew that it was worth it because 
of the education they were getting. 
These kids gave up everything they 
knew just so that they could go to 
school in the United States. And 
there are plenty of kids like this here 
at Wake. You probably don't notice 
them, though, because they spend 
their time in the dark depths of the 
library to work rather than Benson or 
the atrium, where socializing is almost 
as prioritized as studying. 
There are kids here who do extra 

school work, because they love 
so much the subject that they are 
studying. Everyone who attends this 
school realizes at some point that it 
takes a little bit of effort to make it 
through. 1his school is known for its 
challenging academic standards. The 
teachers are trying to cram a large 
amount of information into relatively 
few class periods. Sometimes the 
work-cuts into your free time more 
than you'd like, but the price of a 
degree from Wake Forest is more than 
monetary. There is a mental, physical, 
and temporal price tag that needs to - 
be paid as well. 

Patrick Noel is a junior philosophy 
major .from Carmel, Ind. 
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Renee gets real I R.B.S. without the B.S. 

Sweater season offers a chance for individualia ~ 
Colder weather take a moment to celebrate sweater then you can appreciate people. with the Demon Deacons on. the top follow stylistic and social trends fo 

time. I like sweaters because they are Since we are nearing the holidays actually likes those things (or likes the sole reason ofliking the actuai' 

should bring out your mostly all different. Some are like and moral lectures seem to abound paying for them just because they are clothing or bands but I do have a in 
the ones Bill Cosby prefers with large about the righteousness of the season "trendy" for these few short months). problem with people who do itsirr, fl)( 

personality geometric shapes and bright colors and being grateful for everything you Same goes for guys, I can't bring to try and fit in. ·, ( 

while others are a simple soft grey have including friends and family, I myself to believe that all the guys who It is time that people like that t°'1j bo 
feel that it is necessary to add another perpetually have croakies on or who lesson from sweaters, " wool material. 

Even so, everyone has a sweater lecture here; one about the importance never wear anything but pastel shorts The cool thing about sweater~is~ po 
that matches their personality in one of individuality. would ever do they don't try to tnati da: 
way or another, be it explicitly or Sometimes, I feel as if this school's that if irwasn't the other sweaters to fit . } 

implicitly. Most importantly, they are social scene does not always encourage standard here. People aren't pieces of I am aware that swe: rio 
don't actually have; " all different and unique in their own uniqueness. I find it to cloth made to be worn 

way and I always enjoy noticing them. A school more or less dominated be statistically during the fall and winter 
conscious about thOii wit 

So if you happen to be wearing a by Greek organizations (which are impossible that kinds of things bur 1 
sweater and I happen to be staring at inherently anti-individuality to a that many people seasons but everyone has maybe that is the h: poi 

Renee Slawsky you then don't be alarmed. certain extent), can seem to push actually find those an aspect about them that that should be learn~ reg 
Thus I come to the indelible forth a sort of uniformity among things as their style. is stitched into their own This is so cliche bui pre 

News Editor 
1 conclusion that people are like · the clothing that students wear, the . Furthermore, everyone is differentt tio1 

W:at time is it? Thanksgiving , sweaters. Sounds impossible, I know. music they listen to and what is someone doesn't pattern. they are, therefore,!~ ]- 

irne has passed and holiday People aren't pieces of cloth made considered "cool" and what isn't. This have to be labeled sweaters. stu• 

ime is nearly upon us (but to be worn during the fall and winter can get depressing for people who as "indie" or So ditch that (uglv, rhe 

not entirely so, in my opinion). Yes, it seasons but everyone has an aspect don't happen to like Lilly Pulitzer or "hipster" to be Vineyard Vines jada dee 
is technically football time but that isn't about them that is stitched into Southern Frock or Vineyard Vines; or able to wear. clothes from Goodwill or whatever you and every other~: fres 

what I am talking about here. their own pattern. Some people are for people who like non-mainstream that they really liked or to listen to guy have on and pull on a warmt \'\ 
Are you done guessing? It's sweater traditional cable-knit whereas others musicians. alternative punk bands or stuff like cozy sweater that is as special as ro. am1 

time! It is perfect sweater weather out are hand-made rabbit hair and others The other thing that comes to my that. and celebrate sweater season wiili~ 11 
there: chilly, slightly wintery, feels-as- more are a little more mass-produced mind is that I seriously doubt that On that note, calling yourself "indie" pur 
if-hot -chocolate-is-a-dire-necessi ty, and plain. the hundreds of girls here who have or "hipster" goes against everything Renee Slawsky is a sophomore Rusi~· lanf 
nearing ice skating time and tree- If you can appreciate sweaters and brightly colored Hunter boots or who that those two groups stand for. I don't and political science major from "I 
chopping weather and crisp. Let's all the subtle differences between them, has one of those Vineyard Vines bags have any problem with people who Knoxville, Tenn. soci 
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WikiLeaks had good intentions, but was a disaste~ 

Seth Williford 
Senior columnist 

This week, Secretary of State Hillary 
Clinton incurre~, '? put it mildl~, has 
been a severe m1grame. The website 

WikiLeaks published over 250,000 pages of 
diplomatic cables from the State Department, 
inviting disdain and public attention for 
its- round.er, Julian Assange. WikiLeaks was . 
developed much like Wikipedia, but instead of 
being an online encyclopedia, WikiLeaks serves 
as a clearing house for secret documents, not 
only for the federal government, but for any 
secret-wielding organizations. Assange blew 
the cover on a number of documents from· the 
Iraq and Afghanistan Wars earlier this year, 
potentially endangering the lives of American 
servicemen and women. 
This new release indirectly endangers our 

military, and directly harms our diplomatic 
relations. The vast majority of the information 
that WikiLeaks released consisted of 
diplomatic cables. These cables are sent to 
the State Department by our' diplomats 

worldwide, offering private assessments gleaned 
from foreign diplomats, private citizens and 
personal opinions from the American diplomats 
themselves. While this information may go on 
to affect the opinion of Secretary Clinton or 
President Obama, at the end of the day, they 
can choose to use this information however they 
want. 
Foreign informers worldwide depend on the 

secrecy of their assessments 
and the information they 
supply to our diplomats. In 
many cases, they arerisking 
death or torture in order to 
give us information, and 
,irresponsibly leaking these 
cables will have a stifling 
effect on the quality and 
quantity of information we 
are able to gather worldwide. 
It dramatically harms our 
ability to be candid with 
other world leaders, and vice 
versa, and will lead to a cooling.in international 
relations. 
For a moment, and just for that, let me say 

that I understand Assange's motives. He wants 
to create a more open society, freed from secrecy 
that can oftentimes be harmful. However, there 
is a clear difference between whistle blowing 
and this petty secrecy deluge. Whistleblowing 
implies wrongdoing that leads to policy. What 
WikiLeaks has done is declassify documents 
that do not disclose wrong doing on the part 

of the government, Ieaving many to ponder 
what exactly Assange's goal was in releasing 
these documents. It may disclose hypocrisy 
in what diplomats, foreign and domestic, say 
and what they actually do, but it does not 
expose fundamental wrongdoing on the part of 
Washington. 

In fact, if his goal was to limit more American 
intervention abroad, then he has failed 

miserably. The leaks reveal that 
many Arab leaders are very 
concerned about Iran's nuclear 
ambitions, despite their relative 
silence in public. One cable 
reveals that King Abdullah of. 
Saudi Arabia urged the United 
States to eliminate suspected 
Iranian nuclear locations. 
In addition, those who scoffed 

at George Bush's "Axis of Evil" 
probably have few words to 
discuss the fact that North 
Korea and Iran have colluded 

in their parallel efforts at nuclear proliferation. 
Some of the cables indicate sales of nuclear 
capable missiles by North Korea to Iran; all they 
need is the nuclear :veapon itself While this · 
information has been called into question since 

' the release, it is regardless an ominous signal 
that these two states recognize their shared · 
intent; and are willing to work together towards 
their ends. · · 
This release is not solely about the State 

Department's interest in keeping these cables 

. ~ 
private. This irresponsible and dangerousb less 
is about protecting our sources abroad. It is 
not about how much we want this informat - 
secret, it is about how willing our sources 
are to publicly disclose their information. If ~ 
Assange wants to promote peace, then rakei 
look back to the historic Camp David Aaor' 
between Egypt and Israel in 1979. DuringrL 
conference, Egyptian President Anwar Sada1 
agreed to official recognition of the State of (or 
Israel. Sadat was very unpopular throughout - 
the Arabian world for having done this, and 
his official recognition of Israel was one of th1m n 
reasons for his assassination. wiili 
Sadat knew that his support for lsne\ waul! pann 

be unpopular, but in his heart, he deci<ieH 1t111< 

it was the right thing to' do. Do we honestlr nm 
think Sadat would have done the same thi1 rheb. 
at Camp David if his real intentions had h NI o 
known ahead of time? bosed 
Some secrets are bad, some are worse majo1 

and many are terrible. Secrets can be just _ 
as dangerous to the country as these leak, 
sometimes even more so. But that doesnc: 
mean that secrets are an inherently bad tk 
or that every secret should be revealed. \'i1 
can agree with Assange that we should be: 
open, let's do it responsibly and act likeaa. 
instead of wantonly revealing information: 
could seriously impede the safety of Amer.. 
citizens and our allies across the world. 

Seth Williford is a senior political science nJJ;· 
ftom Wilson, NC. 

WhatWikileaks has done is 
declassify documents that do 
not disclose wrong doing on 
the part of the government, 
leaving many to ponder what 
exactly Assange's goal was in 
releasing these documents. 

A mind is res1xmsible 
for tbe traftic light~ the blood bank, ice creµm, 

peanut butter, the doorknob, the microphone, the elevator, 
clothes ckyer, lawn mower, pacemaker, the typewriter, guided 

missile, mailbox, the air conditione1; automatic transmission, cmtain 
rod, baby carriage, lawn sprinkler, fountain pen, dust pan, the hand 

stamp, first open-heart surgery, cataract laser, fire extinguisher, doorstop, 
home security camera, the golf tee, fire escape, potato chip, food preservation, 

synthesized cortisone, the guitar, railroad telegraphy, envelope seal, printing press, 
bicycle frame, rocket catapult, insect destroyer gun, ice creain scoop, window cleaner, 
laser'fuels, folding chair, gas mask, mop, refrigerator, pressing comb, urinalysis 
machine, door lock, electric cutoff switch, telephone transmitter, stair-climbing wheel 
chair, hairbrush, egg beater, eye protector, electric lamp bulb, biscuit cutter, chamber 
c0111mode, almanac, horse shoe, lunch pail, motor, lantern, key chain, furniture caster, 
ironing board, sugar-refining system, lemon squeezer, portable weighing scales, 

· wrench, airplane propeller, ore bucket, steam boiler, portable x-ray machit1e, cotton 
chopper fortilizer, street sweeper, cattle-roping apparatus, spark plug, galoshes, casket 
lowering devfoe, clothes wringer, disrail car coupling, riding saddles, and so on· 
and so on. The list is endless. Indeed, it's time to stop and cdebrate the fact 

that each and every one of the wonderful innovations mentioned here came 
from the mind. The mind of an African American. By suppo1ting rnjnority 

education, you keep open the possibility of tomorrow's great ideas. 
· Because of all the things that the human mind has created, 

perhaps the most amazing is the one that has yet 
to be created. And that possibility is 

a terrible thing to waste. 
Io support and to 

learn more about 
great African American 
innovators, please visit.us 
at www.uncf'.org or call 

M~00-332·UNCF. - I ~mt! s ~~ible 
, thing to waste• 

©2007 UNCF 
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;n On-campus parking curbs student enthusiasm 
By Kelsey Garvey I Staffwnter According to a recent Associated Press wire 

report, 30 college campuses across the nation 
launched a Zip Car program this fall to relieve 
on-campus parking congestion. 
"With parking continuing to be a problem on 

our campus, I hope that this is a program that 
people take more advantage of in the future," said 
student government president Natalie Halpern. 
Students also continue to ask the recurring 

question of whether first-years will be able to 
bring cars to campus next year. Both Crist and 
Alty agree that they will, especially because the 
Freshmen Lot is usually a quarter to a half full. 
"There was a huge drop of freshmen bringing 

cars this year," Alty said. 
As class enrollment sizes increase, Alty foresees 

a time when major zoning changes will be made 
to on-campus parking lots. 
Until then, parking will be pushed farther to 

the fringes of campus. 
This year, for example, the Department of Park 

ing and Transportation opened the Bridger Satel 
lite Lot which added 350 available spaces. The 

Rachel Cameron/Old Gold & Black re-opening of Lot J behind South Hall also added 
about 100 spaces to the parking market. 
A particular issue this fall was the distribution 

of parking decals. This year the Department 
abandoned the historical practice of selling more 
decals than parking spaces. 

Although the amount of sold decals to given 
parking spaces is now one-to-one, many upper 
classmen who live off-campus were left without 
decals. 
"The department did not communicate early 

enough to students about buying decals on a 
first-come, first-serve basis," Alty said. 
In the future, he adds, there will be a time when 

seniors will buy their decals first, then juniors 
and so on. · 
"As a senior, I didn't get a parking decal," stu 

dent Chris Haboian who lives off-campus said. 
."So, now I just bypass all the annoyances of park 
ing and walk to school." 

Last spring senior Anna Butler parked her car 
in the ZSR fire lane with no intention of staying 
more than two minutes. 1 

She had 29 books to return to the library drop 
hat1G box. 

"There was no way I was going to carry over 50 
teri~: pounds of books from Polo to the ZSR on the last 
to m1 day of finals," Butler said. 
; ton1• A female parking monitor issued her a $50 cita 
atSV;tt rion within minutes. 
have1 "]explained my situation and she just answered 
'Utt\~ with 'tough luck,"' Buder said. 
:s bu1 This year the Department of Parking and Trans 
the~ portation has implemented new parking rules and 
e leair· regulations and expanded shuttle initiatives and 
iche~ programs to relieve on-campus parking conges- 
fferen- don. . 
~fore'1 However, on-campus parking still proves to be a 

" student.hotbed issue. This year's concerns include 
it (ti& ihe increase in citation costs, the lack of parking 
es jar. decals for every student, and the likelihood of 
>the1~ freshmen bringing cars in the future. 
~arm'. While some citation costs increased a small 
tl as;' amount, others were doubled .. 
1 wim: This year, for example,· Buder would have been 

' punished with a $200 fine for parking in a fire 
~ Rwi· lane - a $150 increase since last year. 
om "It's not about ticketing," Jim Alty said, the as- 

sociate vice president of Facilities and Campus 
Services, who now oversees the Department of 

--. Parking and Transportation. "It's about chang- 
ing behavior and getting people to do the right 
1hing." 
According to Alex Crist, the manager of Parking 

and Transportation, there have been nearly 4,500 

te citations issued to faculty, staff, students, vendors 1 
and visitors between the first of September and 

'mid-Ocrober. Historical numbers are unavailable 
because of a new software installment last spring: 
"last year the Department issued 20 percent 

mus ka less tickets than the year before," Alty said, in re 
d. It~ 
fur~:~~~~~~~~~~~""-~~~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- 

~$Masculinity: Talk explores adolescent sexual psychology 
I Sada: · 
tateof Continued from Page A 1 This provided more evidence against "It comes from relative differences." 
~ghom the overwhelming stereotype often giv- Srniler's presented research will soon 
is, and en to men, which as Smiler discovers is be published in a book titled Cha!leng- 
re of mrn no hook-up experience, religious not entirely factual. ing Casanova: Beyond the Myth o/Young 

~iih minimal dating and no sexual Through both male and female per- Men's Promiscuity in 2012. 
e\ wou'i~ers, and emos with multiple non formers dating was the most men- Overall, Smiler's research really en 
ciO.eO.~ d and sexual hook-ups and part- tioned topic over sex, although the courages listeners to rethink their 
1onestl ne:,~ well as relationships. These are trend has decreased slightly over the views of masculiniry a~d ,of the 
me th~ i.ro<sic group~ that SmiJ~'f oµtlined. pa?{ decade. "' ' - . , sex-obsessed stereotypes of young 
shad~ .) ot the: four types reported motives "Dur perception, 'this· Casanova · adolescent· '\'Joys J 'by"'1'5eUef'' \Inder- 

t.1sed in emotional connections, by stereotype, does not describe reality" standing the complex psychologi- 
irse najorities in three of the four types., Smiler concludes. cal underpinnings of their minds. 
ejust ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
:leak> ........... -------------------------------, loes n:. 
bad C:. 
ed. w~ 
Jdbt· 
likeac. 
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Amt' 
Id. 
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. Cars can be seen all across campus packed into the sparse parking areas avail 
able for students. The lack of abundant parking has been problematic of late. 

sponse. "(The parking monitors) are becoming 
more lenient." 
He also denies the popular student belief that 

the two on-site enforcement officers abide by a 
daily citation quota. 
"The parking monitors Tim and Mike are the 

nicest guys," Alty said. "They will gladly explain 
any parking rule to the students." 
Even so, students express confusion as to where 

citation money goes. 
"I've paid plenty of parking tickets, but I have 

no idea where that money even goes," senior Laue 
ra Pinnie said. 
A large portion of the citation money pays for 

the Department of Parking Management's sala- 

ries, according to Crist. Parking decal sales pay 
for general university needs, including faculty 
and staff salaries and basic necessities, such as of 
fice supplies. 
Given the 4,500 citations issued and the aver 

age citation cost being about $50, the Depart 
ment earned nearly $225,000 between the first of 
September and mid-October. 
However, the other portion of citation money 

also supports shuttle and program initiatives. 
With the doubling of ridership this year, Crist 

and Airy are looking to add more shuttles in the 
future, cost willing, as well as expand the Zip Car 
program which has had a double in membership 
since its launch in January of 2001. 

10th grade boys rne>tivestor 
relationships: 

80%- "because I liked the person1' 
55% - "to get to know the person" 
55%-11attracted to that.person" 
"'f_'_ ~J.tt.S_ -;/t-l h l t• :-:, ' 

,,_~,.,,.-'it~-\ -1-So11rre:SmiterS,research 

apartments 

Enclave at 
North Point 
Apartment 

Homes 
Upgraded 

at an AMAZING PRICE! 

Come see 

all 

Call now 

what we are 

about! 

for info! 

866.432.6545 
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT: 
Travis McKie: 
Freshman standout Travis McKie 
talks about his basketball career 
and his new ACC competition. 
Page 82. 
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MEN'S BASKETBALL: 
12/04 v. Holy Cross 
12/12 @UNCW 
12/15 v. UNCG 

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: 
12/04 v. Georgetown 
12/14 @ USF 
12/17 @ Jacksonville 

TRACK AND FIELD: 
01/14 Virginia Tech Inv. 
01/15 Virginia Tech Inv. 
01/21 Hokie Invitational 

MEN'S TENNIS: 
01 /29 v. Wisconsin 
01 /30 v. Boise State or UK 
02/05 @ Michigan 

WOMEN'S TENNIS: 
01 /23 v. Winthrop 
01 /29 v. Virginia 
01 /30 v. ETSU 

Jordan finally joins North 
Carolina Sports Hall of Fame 

The North Carolina Sports Hall of 
Fame announced that Michael Jordan 
will finally be inducted on Dec. 14. The 
ceremony will rake place in Charlotte at 
halftime of the Charlotte Bobcats game 
against the Toronto Raptors. Many cur 
rent members of the hall will attend. 
The SIX-time NBA Champion and cur 

rent Bobcats majority owner is arguably 
the best player in NBA history. He will be 
formally joining the hall after being origi 
nallv elected in 1993. The hail requires 
inductees to personally accept invitations 
and Jordan was playing minor-league 
baseball at the time of his invitation. 
Jordan, who officially retired for the 

final time in 2003, was a star player at 
the University of North Carolina before 
his famed NBA career. Jordan hit the 
winnmg jump shot in 1982 that won 
e • CAA Championship for the Tar 
ls. Jordan also attended Laney High 
ol in Wilmington, N.(. 

lanv who have visited the hall located 
n rb. • onh Carolina Museum of l li 
tory in Raleigh, have been puzzled by 
Jordan's absence. "The one question they 
ask is, 'Where's Michael Jordan?'" hall 
executive director Don Fish said. "Shortly 
we will have that answer." 
"When I think about all the great ath 

letes from North Carolina that inspired 
me to become the best I could be. it's 
humbling ro know that now I stand with 
them as members of a very special frater 
nity," Jordan said. 

Men's Tennis 

11 NCAA tournament 
appearances 

returning letterwinners 
from last season 

newcomers on this sea 
son's squad 

years Head Coach Jeff 
Zinn has been at Wake 
Forest 

22 final NCAA ranking in 2009 

Wake Forest Sophomore Andrea 
Beck was named to the 2010 All 
ACC Volleyball Team on Nov. 24. A 

Winston-Salem 
native, Beck was 
one of only 18 
players selected 
from the 12 
ACC schools. 
Beck ended 
the vear with a 
team-high .320 
hitting percent 
age and was 
second on the 

team with 312 kills. She also totaled 
I 00 total blocks and 13 aces. Beck 
led the volleyball team to its first -ever 
11-win season in the ACC with an 
11-9 conference record. 

~ 
I ''I'm convinced that every boy, 

in his heart, would rather steal 
second base than an automobile. " 

,.,Tom Clark 
Baseball Author 

By Matt Poppe / Staff writer setup has been in place since 
l 998 and uses an elaborate 
ranking system based on the 
weekly AP Poll, Coaches 
Poll and an additional BCS 
computer formula. The BCS 
then has a post-season, five 
game showcase made up 
of the Tostitos Fiesta Bowl, 
Discover Orange Bowl, 
Rose Bowl, Allstate Sugar 
Bowl and the BCS National 
Championship Game, not to 
mention the other 29 other 
post-season bowls that take 
place. The selection of the 
teams for these BCS bowl 
games however is what is 
often up for debate. The two 
top-ranked teams in the BCS 

standings are each awarded 
a spot in the National 
Championship game. The 
champion of each of the 
BCS conferences (ACC, Big 
12, Big East, Big Ten, Pac- 
10 and SEC) are awarded an 
automatic spot in the four 
other bowl games, bur the 
other two remaining spots 
are determined by a long set 
of rules with several "ifs" and 
"howevers." 
The predicament here is 

beyond the hypothetical 
situations that determine the 
final two bowl participants, 
but if the BCS rankings 
accurately position teams, 
and if the national tide game 

is truly played between the 
two best teams in the country. 
for instance, in the 2004-05 
season, there was a great deal 
of controversy as No. 1 USC 
faced No. 2 Oklahoma in the 
Orange Bowl for the national 
championship,(which was the 
last season before a separate 
national championship game 
was implemented). Many felt 
that No. 3 Auburn should 
be in the game and was 
cheated out of a national tide 
opportunity. All three teams 
went undefeated in the season 
and won their respective 
BCS conferences. In more 
recent years, Boise State has 
gone undefeated both in the 

2006-07 and the 2009-10 
seasons but was left to play 
in the Tostitos Fiesta Bowl 
since they are members of the 
WAC, a non-BCS conference, 
and were not ranked in 
the top two. Needless to 
say, the Broncos won both 
of those games. TCU has 
run into the same dilemma 
finishing last year undefeated 
but like Boise State, their 
conference, MWC, is not a 
BCS conference and is not 
perceived to have a difficult 
enough schedule. This 
has even resulted in TCU 
announcing on Nov. 29 that 

The NCAA has otten had to 
face the scrutiny over whether 
football and basketball have 
proper post-seasons. The 
NCAA crowns a national 
champion in each sport, 
but many deliberate about 
whether that team is actually 
the best in the nation. 
"Playoffs?" The famous 

quote from former 
Indianapolis Colts coach 
Jim Mora is echoed often in 
the college football world 
today in a different sense 
however as the debate over 
the BCS and a post-season 
playoff goes on. The current See Playoffs, Page 84 

Deacs knock off Iowa 

John Turner/Old Gold & Black 
Freshman J.T. Terrell salutes the Deacon faithful after making a last-second three pointer 
to take the lead over Iowa in the ACC-BiglO challenge game on Nov. 30. 

By Matt Poppe I Staff writer Forest hosted the consolation rounds. 
Their first rnatchup was against the 
Winthrop Eagles. 
The first half was a back and forth 

battle early, but saw the Eagles take 
the lead midway through and head 
into halftime with a 41-33 lead on the 
Deacons. 
Wake Forest fought back however 

after trailing by as much as 18 in the 
second ha!£ They were able to cut the 
lead to five at 75-70 with just over two 
minutes to play. Unfortunately, this 
was as close as the Deacs would get as 

Winthrop pulled away and won by 
a final score of 83-74. 
Senior Gary Clark posted a 

career-high 23 points in the loss 
to go along with four rebounds. 
Sophomore Ari Stewart added 17 
points and seven rebounds as well. 
Freshman Travis McKie, who was 
named ACC Rookie of the Week 
prior to the game, added 10 points. 
The loss marks the first time Wake 

Forest has lost to Winthrop in what 

New college 
fucilities are 
over-the-top 

By Lauren Howell/ Staff writer 

Call it old-fashioned sentimentalism 
if you want, but to me there's nothing 
better than the roar of a small-town 
stadium in the fall, packed to the brim 
with proud, local fans who show up 
smiling to support their team every 
weekend. 
Small and 'humble versus big and 

shiny arenas in the sports world are 
increasingly a matter of personal 
preference for both players and fans, 

but the small-scale 
inclusivity of Wake 
Forest sports and 
arenas have always 
created a true sense 
of "home" game 
advantage in the 

stands. As a fan, you can usually get 
close enough to feel like a part of the 
action, and the players ai:e people we 
care about. 
Or maybe I've just been watching 

way too many episodes of Friday Night 
Lights. Are college sports even about 
the sports anymore? 
The growing luxuriousness of college 

locker-room has now taken a full-on 
leap into the absurd. While I fully 
support the gradual upgrade that 
we've seen from dim, leaky basements 
and splintering wooden benches, 
recent developments in locker-room 

~RESS mox 

See Pressbox, Page 84 

~ke Forest 76 
Iowa 73 

The Demon Deacons concluded 
their consolation round of the 
NIT Season Tip-Off on Nov. 22 
and Nov. 23. After losing to VCU 
on Nov. 16, the Deacs missed out 
on an opportunity to play in the 
semifinals in New York's Madison 
Square Garden. Instead, Wal<e See M. Basketball, Page 83 
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By Maggie Cancelosi I Staff writer great run at the NCAA Southeast 
Regional meet earlier in November. 
The individuals were also required 
to finish in the top 25 of their 
respective regions. 
The junior finished third overall 

in the race with a time of 20: 13. 7 
on the 6K course and led the Lady 
Deacs to a twelfth-place finish out 
of 37 teams at the event. 
In the 6000 meter event, Nosensko 

competed against 31 teams at the 
Championships, including ACC 
rivals Florida State, N.C. State, 
Boston College, Duke, UNC 
Chapel Hill, Virginia and Clemson. 
Finishing in 63rd place with a 3K 
pace of 10:12 and a total time of 
21:04.5, Nosenko was 58 seconds 
off the pace· of Villanova's Sheila 
Reid who placed first in the race. 
Villanova won the women's team 

tide for the. second year in a row 
with a total of 120 points, Florida 
State taking second with 154 points 

Photo Courtesy of Media Relations 

A ?roup of femal.e cro.ss country runners starts off strong in a meet 
this fall at the university. Overall, the girls have had a good season. 

Junior cross country runner 
Anna Nosenko was the only Wake 
Forest athlete racing in the NCAA 
Championships on the challenging 

La Vern Gibson. 
Championship 
Course on 
Nov. 22. The 
elite Division 
I event was 
hosted by 
Indiana State 
University in 
Terre Haute, 
Ind. 
Nosenko 

qualified, 
along with 38 other ,individuals, 
to run in Championships after her 

Nosenko 

and· Texas Tech finishing in third 
with 165 points. 
For three consecutive seasons, 

Nosenko has · earned All 
Region honors. The junior from 
Dniproperrovsk, Ukraine, has also 
finished first on the squad in four 
races. At the ACC Championships 
in October, Nosenko ran the 6000 
meter event at her personal best 
20: 10.6 to grab third place as well as 
All-ACC honors. 
One of her most impressive 

highlights from the season was her 
first-place finish at the Charlotte 
Invitational in October. 
Nosenko ran the 5K course 

in. 16:38.4 and a commanding 
14-second lead. The junior was 
recognized as the ACC Women's 
Cross Country Co-Performer of 
the Week because of her. stellar 
performance in the Invitational. The 
match on Nov. 22 was the last of the 
Deacons' 2010 schedule. 

M. Basketball: Terrell makes winning shot 

Freshman Carson Desrosiers skies against an Iowa opponent to throw down a dunk during the Deacons' ACC 
Big 10 matchup at the Joel on Nov. 30. 

Continued from Page B 1 

has now been seven meetings between the two 
squads. 
The Deacons next opponent was the Marist 

Red Foxes on Nov. 23. The two teams had never 
mer prior to the game, but Wake Forest was eager 
to avenge their loss to Winthrop. 
The game was a tight one early on until a 13-2 

run by the Deacs to give them a 35-26 lead. Wake 
Forest never looked back and extended their lead 
to as much as 25 points in the second half. The 
Deacons eventually won 81-59 in a contest that 
SJW a combined 50 fouls between the two teams 
ed 72 total free throws. 
Junior Ty Walker was the star of the night as 

he broke Tim Duncan's 14-year old record for 
blocks in a game. Walker recorded 11 blocks in 
t; 28 minutes of play. "That's an outstanding 
rerformance," Head Coach Jeff Bzdelik said. 
7n.it's just awesome. Very few people can do 

· and it had an impact on the game. He's in 
ire company;" 
''e had another impressive performance 

tb \6 points and 11 boards for his second 
ouble-double of the season. Four other Deacs 
rored in double digits. 
Wake Forest then took part in the A CC/Big Ten 

Challenge taking on Iowa on Nov. 30. The game 
featured two teams that came in with identical 
3-3 records. 
The game started slowly, but Iowa took the 

lead early. They were able to extend the lead to 
as much as 18 on the Deacs in the first half, but 

Wake Forest responded 
late to cut the lead to 12 
entering halftime. 
The second half was a 

complete turnaround as 
the Deacons erased the 
Hawkeye's lead with an 
18-0 run. The run spanned 
over six minutes and gave 
Wake Forest the lead at 48- 
43. The Deacs were even 
able to post a double-digit 

lead in the second half at 62-52, but Iowa fought 
back. 
The Hawkeyes evened the score at 73 with 

just over two and half minutes to play. The 
final minutes saw some of these most tense and 
exciting action of the Wake Forest season thus 
far. The Hawkeyes were able to keep possession 
for nearly a minute and a half as they collected 
four offensive rebounds. 
However, they could not score as 'well due to 

the excellent defense of Walker who had two 
blocks in the same span. Following a missed 
three-pointer by Stewart, Iowa had the ball 
With just 47 seconds to play with the game still 
tied. The Hawkeyes had no luck however as 
a layup attempt was swatted away by Walker. 
Walker passed the ball to Harris with 13 seconds 
remaining. 
Harris the passed the ball to freshman J. T. 

Terrell with seven seconds remaining. Terrell 
dribbled calmly and pulled up for a very long 
three-pointer that an announcer on ESPNU 
described as "from Greensboro." 
The shot hit nothing but net and gave the Deacs 

the lead at 76-73 with 2.7 seconds remaining. 
"When I let it go, I just prayed that it went in," 
Terrell said. 

· Terrell's game-winning three was one of the seven 
he made in the game, which also ties the school's 

freshman record for three- 
pointers in a single game. 
"I had a talk with J.T. today 
about being fearless," Bzdelik 

start, but they found a way, they said. "I think J.T. showed 
battled back, and there's a great what kind of player he truly. 

is today." 
Walker also had impressive 

stats in the game totaling 
eight points, eight rebounds, 
and five blocks, three of 
which came in the final two 

minutes. The come-from-behind victory 'was 
the third-largest in school history as the Deacs 

"If you were to look back at the tape right now, 
when the shot went in the basket, I just stopped 
and my mouth. was open," 
Stewart said. "It was a really 
contested shot, but great 
shooters make big plays." 
Wake Forest was able to 

deflect Iowa's inbound pass 
and Terrell grabbed the ball to 
secure the victory. 
Terrell was definitely the 

star of the game and finished 
with an impressive· 32 points, 
the most by a Wake forest 
freshman since 1989. It is also the most points 
scored by a freshman in the ACC this season. 

rebounded from an 18-point deficit. "They didn't 
get off to a great start, but they found a way, they 
battled back, and there's a great spirit in these 
young players," Bzdelik said. "We just need to 
keep working and keep battling, and they did 
that. I'm so proud of them." 
The victory puts the Deacons at 4-3 on the year. 

Wake Forest's next game will be on Dec. 4 as they 
take on Holy Cross at the Joel Coliseum. 'The 
meeting will. be the first between the two teams 
since the 1959-1960 season. 
Terrell, who has now asserted himself as one 

of the best young players in the ACC, will look 
to lead the Deacs to a win against a Holy Cross 
group that has yet to win a gamethis season. Tip 
off is scheduled for 1 p.m. 

"They didn't get off to a great 

spirit in these young players:' 
Jeff Bzdelik 
Head Coach 

Women's·soccer sends two to 
national soccer camps 

Bedford takes part in Western 
Refining All-American Classic 

Men's basketball coaches shoot 
free throws for heart disease 

Wake Forest Senior Bianca D'Agostino and fresh 
man Katie Stengel were both selected to participate 
in national-level soccer camps. 
D'Agosrino will be a part of the U.S. U-23 

National Team camp in Carson, Calif Dec. 12-19. 
She previously traveled with the squad to England in 
2009. The group will complete one week of training 
that includes 'games against the Ajax women's club 
and the Cal South ODP team. 
Stengel will take part in the U.S. Soccer U-19 

inter-regional event in Bradenton, Fla. It will be held 
'Dec, 17-20. The event brings together the top 10 
players from each of the USYS regions. 

Junior Lee Bedford finished 30th in the 36th 
Western Refining All-American Classic on Nov. 23. 
The event, which was held at the El-Paso Country 
Club, was a 54-hole, invitation-only event with only 
former NCAA and U.S. Amateur champions along 
with last season's All-Americans. 
Bedford shot 71, 74, and 76 in three rounds put 

ting him at a 221 stroke total for the tournament. 
With par being 71 for each round, .Bedford finished 
at eight over in the event. 
Bedford is the 29th Demon Deacon to participate 

in the event. He is the first to do so since Webb 
Simpson in 2007. 

Head Coach Jeff Bzdelik and Assistant Coach 
Rusty LaRue both took part in the second round of 
Collegelnsider.com's "Shots From the Heart" tour 
nament. The event is a free throw shooting contest 
that raises awareness for heart disease as well as honor 
the memory of the late Skip Prosser who coached the 
Deacons from 2001to2007. 
Each round consists of a participating coach 

attempting 25 free throws as a member of the ath 
letic department watches. Coaches do not actually 
compete on rhe same court. 
Bzdelik made all 25 of his free throw attempts and 

LaRue made 24of25. 
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i Playoffs: Controversy surrounds the Wwl systerri 
Continued from Page 81 

they will move to the Big East 
Conference effective in 2012. This 
will give the team a better standing 
and competition in football, and likely 
more .exposure and money in other 
athletics as well. 
Even Congress has attempted to step 

into the situation. Just this year, Sen 
• Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) and Sen. Max 

Baucus (D-Mont.) sent an unhappy 
letter to BCS executive director Bill 
Hancock. Hancock responded with a 
five-page letter and 
six additional pages 
that were pulled 
from the BCS 

the closed system have been unwilling 
to provide students, athletes and fans 
with what they deserve a fair, unbiased 
system like the kind they have in 
literally every other NCM sport. No 
one wants to see Congress get involved 
here, including me. But if this response 
is any indication, there may not be any 
other option," Senator Hatch said in 
response. 
While Hatch may have a lot of 

followers, the BCS website provides 
many advantages to the current BCS 
system. The website points out that 
nine out of 12 ,times, the top two 

teams that play 
in the National 
Championship 
game are the top 
two teams in the 
AP poll. 
The website 

also states that, 
it has provided 
more access to the 
major bowls for all 
eleven conferences, 
more television 

website. 
"While 

"No one wants to see Congress 
get involved here, including me. 
But if this response is any indica 
tion, there may not be any other 

appreciate your 
interest, I believe 
that decisions 
about college 
football should be 
made by university 
presidents, athletics 
directors, coaches 
and conference commissioners rather 
than by members of Congress," 
Hancock said. 
"The problem is that the small number 

of privileged schools that participate in 

option:' 
Orrin Hatch 

Senator (R-Utah) 

exposure, and more 
postseason revenue than ever before." 
However, the most striking 

comment comes at the very bottom 
of the BCS's description page where 
a small paragraph titled, ''A word 

about a playoff," can be found. "The 
NCM membership has not voted 
for the creation of a playoff. Given 
that context, the conferences created 
the BCS in order to match the. top 
two teams in a bowl game while 
maintaining the importance of the 
regular season and preserving the bowl 
system." 
The playoff system, however, has 

many supporters. In April 2009, the 
Mountain West Conference proposed 
an eight-team playoff to the BCS 
committee that included a different 
ranking system and a motion to alter 
automatic qualifiers. The proposal was 
turned down. 
The current system is liked by many 

coaches, including Georgia Head · 
Coach Mark Richt. 

"I like (the BCS system) the way it 
is, I really do," Richt told the Gwinnett 
Daily Post. "I think college football 
has the most exciting regular season of 
any sport because there is not a playoff 
system." 
Needless to say, it may not be the 

implementation of playoffs that 
change the system. It may just be 
improvements on the current system. 
"Right now, we have a good system," 
Ohio State coach Jim Tressel told the 
Orlando Sentinel. "That's not to say we 
won't improve it. How it will improve 

for the first time this season. 
"Expanding to 68 teams gave. 

opportunity to involve more team 
the championship, and in doing·· 
we were able to enhance the experie· 
of the opening-round game," Clen 

president la 
Barker, · 
com mitt 
chairman, said 
However, , 

debate still . 
on about whi 
expansion is:. 
There are onh; 
NCAA Di1. 
1 bash; 
programs 
the pome 
still needs ro 

privilege and not an easy task wii 
many teams able to get in. 
Despite many questions, no 

can deny that March Madne 
an excellent venue that attract 
attention of millions of people 
presents at least an opportunin 
many qualified teams to win 
national championship. 
Ir will be difficult to eliminate 

entire BCS system that is in pla, 
expand the NCM tournamenrj 
future, but some improvements 
definitely loom on the horizon. 

over time we'll find our, but I wouldn't 
be in favor of scrapping what we do. 
There are too many things to keep in 
mind, bowls, student athlete welfare, 
all the rest. I wouldn't start over." 
College basketball's beloved NCM 

tournament with all 
its success has often 
been pointed to as 
an example of how 
well a postseason 
playoff system can the most exciting regular season 
work. 
The tournament 

boasts a 68-team 
field, (an expansion 
from the 65-team 
field that had been 
in place since 
2001), where the 
champion must win by advancing in 
a bracket. 
The system is rarely questioned 

as to if the final champion is really 
the best team .in the nation, and the 
playoff system seems to work well. 
However,' many have also criticized the 
tournament committee for who gets in 
and who does not on Selection Sunday. 
As a result, there have been many 
pushes to expand the tournament 
to 80 or even 96 teams. The NCM 
settled on a 68-team format just this 
past season that w.ill be implemented 

"I like (the BCS system) the way 
it is ... I think college football has 

of any sport because there is not . 
a playoff system." 

Mark Richt 
Georgia Head Coach 

p 
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., .. Pressbox: College locker-rooms evolve wilh the gam 

Don't get me wrong, these facilities are beaUi 
and I can't honestly say I'd turn down a sofn 
robe and massage for myself if I had the or~ 
- I just hope this new trend doesn't complr 
eclipse the inspiration that makes colleges~ 
so easy to be a part of as a campus. 
We should all give athletes the admiration. 

respect they deserve for their hard work. but 
crass, "Show me the Money" type of recognit: 
is already leading to whar College Bnsketb 
Nation emblemizes as "the modern arms ra fir 
in college hoops." While I'm prett) sure Wol to: 
Forest's facilities have always been a >trOll't, p~ rh1 

when recruiting, I'm curious to see if we\\ tr y;j 
keep up with these other schools - or if 
confident enough to rely on our good reput do 
and solid coaching in drawing pr05p fn 
athletes to our programs. D 

lil 

La 
~ ~ 

~··Admire the mettle of a university student-athle ~ 

of these professional athletes themselves seem to 
have become completely consumed by their role 
as a celebrity and have since left their love for the 
game on the sidelines. So if college sports are 
heading down that same gilded road, I doubt 
a lot of us will care enough anymore about the 
game to come along for the ride. 
If you've seen any of the homemade video tours 

of college locker-rooms that are popping up all 
over the internet - think MTV's Cribs on this 
one - you've probably seen the lavish accents 
that are becoming more and more common in 
these team areas. 
One of the videos showcases a $4 million 

renovation of the Oklahoma State Men's 
Basketball locker-room, complete with jumbo 
jacuzzis, height-sensitive hair-dryers, and 
nightclub lighting. 

Since when did mahogany wood, marble floors, 
leather recliners, and enough flat-screens to 
restock Best Buy become helpful in excelling on 
the basketball court, or in any other college sport? 
Looks like these guys aren't just tossing a pigskin 
around anymore. 
Part of the reason people love college basketball 

is because it's "above the hype" and there is more 
heart out on the floor - but it's obvious that we 
are rapidly buying into a very different definition 
of what it means to be an athlete in general, not 
just professionally. 
Among the Top Ten list that Mademan.com 

published of nicest college locker-rooms were 
Clemson, Iowa, University of Central Florida, 
and University of Southern California (which 
underwent an $88 million renovation a few years 
ago). 

standards - such as the $143 million; 6-story 
• facility that the Oregon football team released 
building plans for on November 22 - have been 

':•· simply jaw-dropping. 
Obviously professional sports leagues, along 

. " with the mass media, have had a hand in 
the sports profiteering pie for. decades now; 
at this point it would be considered weird if 
NBA players didn't have multiple houses (and 
girlfriends) in Hollywood, and I'd venture to 
say that most people get more excited. about 
Super. Bowl commercials than they do the actual 
game. AlthoughI've.undeniably bought into this 
consumer-driven .sports industry in many ways, 

· it's still disappointing that an increasing amount 
' ' ' 
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By Ellen Huber I Contributing writer 

,, 
One of the most humble students 

at '\.Vtike Forest is also one of the most 
' accomplished. Although he's his own 

worst critic, there's no aro-uing with his ! 1, 6~~ 

success. 
Greg Billington impressively balances 

life as a star student, stand-out cross 
' country/track and field athlete, and 
xt member of USA Triathlon. Billington 
1, turned down scholarships to McNeese, 
,;: Oklahoma State, Iona and Stanford 
' University to train for both a Division I 

' " program and the USA Triathlon here at 
: ' '\.Vtike Forest. , 

. By 2006, Billington raced his way into 
-· the United State's Junior Elite squad. 
'" By 2009, he earned a spot in the 2016 
" Olympic Development program. With so 
,,,r much achievement as a young triatblete 

1[ 
• (n:ost of his l:011!petitors are five years 

his senior), Billington plans. to go pro 
following graduation. He'll have to put 
his plans for law school on hold, but 
pursuing his professional and Olympic 
goals are a deserved priority. 

You're from England. What brought 
you to Wake Forest? 
I wanted to find someplace in the 

States that had a very good academic 
program and would let me combine 
my swimming and biking with a 
Division I running program. 

You're also on a full academic 
scholarship. Do you see yourself as 
inore of an academic or athlete? 
I'm going to have to go. the middle 

route here and say that I try to be a 
student-athlete to the best of my 
ability. It's hard balancing those two, 
so occasionally that means that social 
life is out. 

So you're a Wake Forest track star 
and a Triathlete for the United States. 
Which sport did you get involved 
with first? 
I did my first triathlon when I was 

10 years old. There was a 200-meter 
swim, 5K bike and half-mile run. I 
remember I ran a mile before the race. 
I was like "Oh, I'm in shape now! I can 
do this!" I raced against one of my club 
swim teammates and I beat him; I was 
stoked about that. 

• . 
• I_ 

When did you get involved in 
running? 
It was freshman year of high school. 

My brother had run cross country and 
track before and I wanted to beat all of 
his times. 

When did you realize you wanted 
to pursue triathlons seriously? 
I started out as a swimmer when I 

was eight. But swimming gets really 
old afrer a while - you kind of just 
stare at the bottom of the pool and 
breathe in chlorine - I thought I'd 
try something new with cross country. 
I didn't start seriously thinking about 
doing triathlons until I was 16. 

What kind of toll does it take on 
your body doing both sports? 
At this point in November, I have 

been racing pretty hard since May. All 
the racing makes you kind of tired. 

What is the most difficult part of 
being a competitive triathlete? 
Training all the time is the most 

difficult part. Compared to running, 
you train about' three times as much 
and usually about twice as hard. If I'm 
really training for a triathlon, I'll swim 
30 kilometers, run 75 miles and bike 
150 miles a week. 

How abo~t the biking leg of the race? 
I still crash all the time on my bike. 

Both at the Junior Pan-American 
Games in Mexico and the World 
Championships in Budapest, I crashed 
twice. We ride in packs of 20 people, 
so it's really bunched in tight going 
around corners. In Budapest, it had 
been raining all day, so my rear tire 
slipped on a drain grate and I crashed. 
I got up, made it back into the front 
pack and was very excited. But then 
my chain fell off while I was sprinting 
out of my saddle and I fell down a 
second time. · 

How much does that take out of you 
when you fall? 
A lot. Especially because these are 

drafting races, so if you lose your pack 
you can't sit behind someone and 
draft, so you lose a lot of time. Also it's 
just really depressing. I mean nobody 
crashes twice in a race. 

How are you eligible to compete in 
triathlons as an NCAA athlete? 
It's kind of unfortunate because 

it means I can't go pro or take prize 
money for triathlons. 

Is your plan to go pro? 
Yeah I'll try to go pro and make it 

to the Olympics sometime. There are 
three differe:.it Olympic trials and if I 
do well enough in any of those then 
I might get one of the three spots for 
America. It's quite competitive so 
hopefully I'll make it. 

What is training at the Colorado 
Springs Olympic Training Center 
like? 
It's great. There are a lot of guys like 

Hunter Kemper (Wake Forest alum 
and three-time Olympian) who I have 
gotten to swim with. Training with 
Olympians is very inspi:ring. Of course 
it's a great facility too. 

What have the high and low points 
in your career as a triathlete been 
thus far? 
In 2007 I had a good year of training 

and won the juniorUf Championships 
and Junior Canadian Championships. 
That year I went on to place 12th at the 
World Championships. But in 2008 at 
the World University Championships 
I got absolutely destroyed - especially 
on the biking part - I didn't crash, 
though. That was the first time I realized 
how much more work I needed to do. 
I'd made a pretty good transition this 
past year though when I placed 13th at 
the Under-23 World Championships 
in Gold Coast, Australia. 

Do you get to see the sights while you 
travel for races or is it all business? 
Since I'm dedicated to having a good 

race then I just sit around in my hotel 
room. But if I get to stay a couple days 
afterwards it's fun to tour around. 

At the Under-23 World 
Championships, you also finished 
first for the United States. How did 
that feel? 
It was really exciting. There were a 

couple guys in the race who competed 
very well at the elite level. More so 
than my place, knowing that I had 
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Senior Greg Billington is a heath and exercise science rnaf 
who is currently training to make the Olympic triathlon tear 

beaten some really good triathletes was 
a huge confidence boost. I knew then 
I was competitive enough to stick with 
it and hopefully qualify for the 2012 or 
2016 Olympics. 

Alistair Brown. Last ycJr 
went undefeated in . the ~ 
Championship series circuit. 
were 5 races and he won them~ 
actually got to train with himlori 
months at the Cambridge swmirr 
club. What is your favorite post-race 

memory? 
.· I got to ~o rug shopping in Turkey. I 
bartered with a guy for an hour-in a 
basement. But I did end up getting the 
rug. 

So, do you ever get a break? ,( 
I've been injured with ·1 

so .. fractures a lot these past years h. · 
to take a break then. My coac ~· 
me not to train for the m?st P~~ 
even during recovery I snll 11 

in the pool. 
Who is your favorite professional 
triathlete? 
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"Wake.Forest 
Vanderbilt 

The Deacons finished with a strong 
showing against out-of-conference 
rival Vanderbilt on Nov. 7. With the 
win, the Deacons moved to 3-9 on the 
year, while Vanderbilt took last place in 
the SEC East and finished with a 2-1 O 

record. 
If you didn't 

know the Dea 
cons had lost nine 
straight games, 
and that in these 
games they had 
been outscored 
356-132, you 
would think the 
Deacons were 
playing for a in 

vitation to one of the January college 
bowl games. 
Although the Commodores were not 

the Deacons' most challenging oppo 
nent this season, they're no pushover. 
The Deacons should be proud of their 
showing against Vanderbilt: Redshirt 
freshman Josh Harris rushed for 138 
yards and a touchdown, the Deacon 
special teams blocked two punts and 
redshirt freshman Tanner Price com 
pleted 10 of 14 passes and rushed for 
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a touchdown of his own. Sophomore 
Chris Givens recorded a touchdown, 
and senior running back Josh Adams 
was able to record a final touchdown 
before wrapping up his historic career 
as a Deacon. 
With 42 yards on the day, Adams fin 

ishes his career with 2,212 total rush 
ing yards and will graduate from Wake 
Forest tied for eighth in school history 
in career rushing yards. 
In the final game of the season, the 

Deacons finally tied everything to 
gether and had the offense and defense 
working with each other to keep the 
Commodores from getting into the 
endzone until the final quarter. With 
the win, the Deacons record their fifth 
straight win agaisnt SEC opponents, 
most recently beating Vanderbilt and 
Ole Miss in 2008. 
Harris wraps up his first season as a 

Deacon with 720 rushing yards off of 
126 carries, an average of 5.7 yards per 
rush. 
Tanner become the first Wake Forest 

redshirt freshman quarterback to lead 
the Deacons to victory as a starter since 
Anthony Young helped the Deacons 
beat Duke 28-26 in 2000. 
The times and dates of next year's 

football schedule have not been set, 
but Wake Forest has already signed 
contracts with Notre Dame, Syracuse, 
Vanderbilt and Gardner-Webb to play 
against each other next year. Redshirt freshman Mike Olson takes down the Clemson quarterback Tajh Boyd in the Dea 

cons' game against the Tigers on Nov. 20. - 
lm Women's basketball squad competes in WBCA 

By Maggie Cancelosi I Staff writer 
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snt com;. 
college In the opening game of the WBCA 

Classic hosted in South Bend, Ind., 
on Nov. 26, the Wake Forest Women's 
Basketball program beat Buder in a 
rhrilling 86-81 overtime victory. 
Senior Brittany Waters scored the 

first layup of the game to set the 
tone, while sophomore Sandra Garcia 

. a\\!11\\\,? then scored three consecutive baskets 
et he~ within two minutes. Garcia led the 
s _"I r acs with 20 points and also pulled 

•e9, dowa nine boards. ·A pair of threes 
from freshman Erin Hall led the 
Deacs 14-7 with 10:43 remaining 
in the half. Teammates sophomore 
Lakevia Boykin, freshman Chelsea 
Douglas, junior Brooke Thomas and 
junior Secily Ray all stepped up in 
the remaining minutes of the second 
period to keep the lead with a score of 
35-30 at the half. 
Sophomore Sandra Garcia 

continued the momentum when she 
sunk both free-throw shots within the 
first minute of play. Collectively, the 
Deacons shot 50 percent in the half 
and assisted on nine of its 12 field 
goals. 
Freshman Chelsea Douglas really 

stepped up after halftime by scoring 
15 points, while also sinking all 6 of 
her shots from the free throw line. 
While the Deacons took a 45-32 
command at the 16:46 mark, Butler 
rallied with a 10-0 run. Hoping to 
even up the scoreboard, the Bulldogs 
then had a 8-0 run to eventually tie 
the game at 63-63 with five minutes of 
play remaining. Despite baskets from 
Secily Ray and Sandra Garcia, the 
Deacons turned over the ball with 38 
seconds left of play to force overtime. 
Secily Ray, who scored 19 points in 
regular play and a double-double, and 
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Junior guard Secily Ray makes a fast break to the basket in the Lady Deacons' game against 
South Carolina State on Nov. 11. 

teammate Chelsea Douglas combined 
for 13 ofWake's 15 points in overtime 
play to capture the victory. 
The following day, the Deacons faced 

off against Notre Dame but lost their 
first game of the season 92-69. 
The Fighting Irish set the tone in 

the first 20 seconds of the game with 
a layup from Kayla McBride and 
raced ahead with a 20-5 lead by the 
end of the first quarter. Deacons Asia 
Williams, Boykin, senior Brittany 

T 

Waters stepped up the pace by sinking 
jumpers and foul shots. After a Wake 
Forest timeout with less than seven 
minutes left of play in the second 
quarter, teammates Chelsea Douglas, 
Lindsay Wright, Waters and Boykin 
sunk their respective free throw shots 
to trail Notre Dame 28-45 at the end 
of the half. 
Within the first four minutes of the 

second half, Notre Dame developed a 
24-point lead. The Fightirrg Irish shot 

50 percent from the floor and kept a 
37-33 edge on the boards, while Wake 
fell with a season-high 25 turnovers. 
Juniors Secily Ray and Brooke Thomas 
tried to work off of an 11-0 run while 
freshman center Lindsay Wright led the 
team with jumpers and layups, totaling 
14 points and four rebounds. Unable 
to match the pace of the Fighting 
Irish, the Deacons were shut out of the 
game. On Sunday's concluding game 
of the WBCA Classic, the Demon 
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Deacons bounced back from the tough 
defeat against the Fighting Irish to beat 
Indiana University-Purdue University 
Indianapolis 63-33 . 
Junior Brooke Thomas got the match 

rolling with a 3-pointer, followed by 
two completed foul shots by Sandra 
Garcia. Within the first 6 minutes of 
the game, the Deacons were leading 
26-5. Wake Forest continued to 
control the scoreboard with shots from 
freshman Jaymee Carnes, Waters, 
Boykin, Douglas and freshman Erin 
Hall. 
Advancing into the second half, the 

IUPUI Jaguars struggled to find the 
basket against Wake's strong defense 
and were outscored 31- 7. Deacons 
Boykin, sophomore Mykala Walker 
and Douglas all sunk their respective 
free throw shots. Waters and Douglas 
led the game by scoring 13 points 
each. After collecting 11 boards, Ray 
was named to the All-Tournament 
Team. 
On Wednesday, Dec. 1, the Deacons 

traveled to the Ann Arbor, Mich. and 
fell 58-91 to the Wolverines in the 
ACC/Big Ten Challenge. 
Point guard Douglas started the 

Deacons off with a pair of three 
pointers, but the Deacons struggled 
to compete with Michigan who 
quickly established a 20-10 lead. The 
Wolverines continued to maintain ball , 
control and ended the first halfleading 
40-29. 
Michigan once again asserted itself 

with a 21-2 run at the start of the 
second half. Despite Wake's inability 
to match the quick pace of the 
Wolverines, Douglas racked up 16 
points, including a season-high of four 
three-pointers, while Waters finished 
with 10 points and 4 rebounds. 
The Deacons now stand with a 5-2 

record, and will host Georgetownon 
Dec. 4 in Joel Coliseum on Dec. 4. 
Tipoff for the much anticipated game 
is set for 7 p.m. 
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- I In every corner of the world, local health workers like Salif Diarra 
bring lifesaving care to the children who need it most. 

To save a child, there's no such thing as too far away. s· 
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Must-see holiday movies and easy gift ideas·. Page B 10. 

INSIDE: 
POTHEADS REJOICE: 
Newest Harry Potter flick lives up to 
the hype scoring first place at the box 
office. · 
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Students share what is and is not attractive 
Guys find girls attractive in different ways, and 

ir really depends on the kind of person the guy 
is. Some of us like the barely clothed and heavily 
make-uped Snooki types, while other guys are into 
morecraditional,southern belles. To each his own. 
Personally, I look for an overall attractiveness that 

can't be simplified to a cookie cutter description. 
Some girls look better in different clothes or looks, 
and strict definitions shouldn't limit someone's 
chances if they manage to pull it off. 
But there are factors that are important, hygiene 

probably being the first on that list. 
Showering, brushing teeth and taking care of 

one's hair are all pretty basic. 
Winter and various other excuses sometimes 

cause girls co shy away from shaving, and makes 
guys shy away even quicker. Ladies, it may be 
manly for your crush to have chest hair, but we 
don't romanticize about prickly legs. As a rule, 
cleanliness is attractive. 
Clothing is a touchy subject that I will go ahead 

and claim ignorance on. 
What I do understand is that expensive clothes 

are not always the way to go. A shirt with a large 
price rag isn't always better than one from Target. 
So if you look good and can save money, you 
might as well. 

Though I find love at first sight to be a highly 
debatable belief, attraction at first sight is very real. 
At the risk of sounding completely superficial, I 
think it's fair to say that physical attributes are what 
draw us to potential mates; whereas, emotional and 
mental qualities maintain our interests or cause 

us to lose them. But what are these qualities 
that remain so sought after? 

Different people like different things; 
however, there are a few qualities that 
most women can agree upon as far 
as physical attraction. For many 
women, height is an important 

quality (thus the phrase tall, 
dark and handsome). 
A big one for me is cleanli 

ness. Aman doesn't have to be 
Brad Pitt (circa 1990s) to be 
attractive. But hygiene is key. 

A neat hair cut isn't too much 

Sh S •d to ask. A little cologne e a I doesn't hurt either but 
apply sparingly; more of 

a pleasant surprise than an assault on the nostrils. 
In addition, I don't think it's necessary to spend 

a great deal of money to look presentable, but I do 
have a few pointers for the fashionably-challenged. 

Firstly, it's always better when clothes match. 
One should also buy clothes that play up desir 
able features such as nice eyes and wear clothes 
that compliment one's skin tone. In addition, 
clothing should not be wrinkled if one can help 
it; clothes look better smooth. 
Probably the most attractive feature of all is 

personality. Try not to roll your eyes because yes 
appearance is what makes an individual scrump 
tious, but personality is what makes him endearing. 
One of the most attractive things, about college 
men is intelligence; a high vocabulary is definitely 
a plus and an ability to converse about literature 
and such makes a man seem multi-dimensional 
as opposed to superficial! 
Other attractive qualities include but are not 

limited to faithfulness in order to maintain 
monogamy, willingness to compromise in order 
to resolve conflict, and confidence and ambition 
in order to produce and achieve goals. 
In conclusion, disregarding height as well as 

build and particular facial features, cleanliness and 
basically neatness are key components of physical 
attractiveness; the bait. 
Admirable personality traits such as high intel 

lect and fidelity are the hooks that keep women 
attached! And at the risk of sounding like a dopey 
romantic I must say that all other features are 
trivial. · 

By Jasmine Harris I Staff writer On the other .hand, if you find brands or styles 
that work, then it might be worth- the cash. Half 
the time, guys do not really know the difference 
and you end up showing off to other girls. 
Regardless, looking 

good on a .consisrent H s id 
basis is key, especially e . a I 
on a college campus .. 
Bumming out in sweats 
around your apartment is 
fine, but that may need 
to stay there. It is cute 
when a couple is watch 
ing a movie, bu 1: single guys 
don't look out for what is 
hiding behind wrinkled cotton 
pants and bed head. 
Wake Forest girls have it pretty 

well figured out and do a very good 
job of keeping it classy. Theydress 
up for class, or at least somehow look 
cute in running shorts. While the expensive tags 
do nor necessarily matter, our girls do look very 
good in the high quality brands that are typical 
at our university. 
The new trend of wearing those gray Wake 

sweatshirts is not very attractive, and I will never 
understand spandex as pants, but besides those 
small things, we are blessed with an attractive 

Event Review I Fall Dance Concert 

Students, faculty shine 
m dance performance 

Senior Laura Underwood takes the stage during the 
university's annual Fall Dance Concert. 

By Nicole Stanton I Staff writer 
The Wake Forest Fall Dance Con 

cerr went beyond all expectations. 
The range of talent and diversity 
in the performances made all seven 
pieces staged by the six choreogra 
phers and 51 dancers unique and 
interesting. The dynamic costumes 
in addition to the set brought the 
pieces to life and revealed the com 
plexity of the department. 
Starting with the entertaining and 

• provocative "Out of Control" three 
male solo that juxtaposed business 
attire with the colorful choreogra 
phy and music, the show contin 
uedmixing cornedywith dance that 
lightened the audience's mood and 
impression of what "dance" can be. 
Ballerinas met rap in "Transform 

U," a piece that gave a contempo 
raryrwist to tutus. Nina Lucas' piece 
endorsed the beauty of the ballerina 
but also broke the stereotype. 
The transition to the deep forest. 

tribal nature music of "Hunting 
andNightbird" spread a completely 
different tone. The six barefooted 
bodies focused the attention ofaudi 
ence to the strength of the female 
body. The use of symmetty onstage 
was maintained by the pairing of 
the girls opposed to their actions. 
In "Heartburn" the jazzy music 

and upbeat steps were accompanied 
by an explosion of glittering red 
shirts and shimmery black pants. 
Without a doubt, "La Bayadere" ~f1® brought India and classical ballet 

to life by the dancers in the multi 
plexed sequence. 

__./ 

"Adhere, Activate, Roll, Tether" 
stood out in its unidentifiable 
intrigue. The absence oflight, com 
bined with the pitches and tones 
as bodies rolled, slid and stretched 
across the stage brought to mind 
microorganisms. Yet, the computer 
screen background alluded to com 
puter chips, electricity, atoms. The 
paces of the tones and pitches of 
the music were paralleled by the 
bodies and the piece captivated the 
imaginations of the audience. 
The French language gave a little 

biographical touch to Helen Simo 
neau's piece, "Celiu qui Regarde" 
and it emphasized the power of 
sound. The use of silence and 
undressing created a tension and 
the idea that body language and 
spoken language are both forms of 
communication. 
The line between dancing and 

fighting was intermingled as the 
girls twisted and turned around 
each other gesturing tension and 
resistance. The audience was asked 
to remember the role one must take 
on when "stepping into" a costume: 
dancers to ninjas to caped figures. 
The final dance by Tina Yar 

bourough, "Imma Be" ended the 
show with a bang, reintroducing 
contemporary music. Many danc 
ers returned to the stage in one last 
eruption of upbeat and high paced 
stepping and choreography. 
From beginning till end, the per 

formances carried a sense of the 
unexpected and the art and talent 
of dance that kept the audience 
wanting more. 
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Music Review I 'Whip My Hair" 

Nine year old wins single of the week 
By Emma Hunsinger I Contributing writer 

It was just another day at First Utopia 
Junior High School. The students had 
just assembled for their daily lunch of 
gray broccoli and gray apples. 
The students, dressed in white formless 

uniforms, were all eating and drinking 
without bending their elbows (students 
were only allowed to pivot at the shoulder) 
when suddenly a boldly dressed nine year 
old enters the cafeteria. 
No one seemed to notice this smug 

looking polychromatic girl; they must 
have been concentrating too hard on not 
bending their elbows. 
But suddenly one looked, then they all 

looked and noticed that this child was 
dipping her hair in paint! 
After her hair was properly dipped, 

began to violently spin, her hair while 
simultaneously shouting, "I whip my 
hair back and forth!" 
Paint was flying everywhere! It seeped 

into the students' jumpsuits and irnrne- 

diately the color spread throughout their 
clothing. 
Excited by their new hues, the students 

began to jump and dance. 
Some even climbed on tables! These 

actions grandly violated First Utopia's 
strict codes on self expression, property 
damage and elbow bending. 
But the students seemed overjoyed by 

this new anthem, much like it's listeners 
in the real world. 
Declaring "Whip My Hair" by Willow 

Smith as single of the week is a no brain er. 
This song has all of today's essentials 

for becoming a hit: mediocre lyrics about 
the artists talent, mechanically amended 
vocals, a catchy beat, and of course, a 
famous daddy funding the whole project, 
Already, students all around campus are 

becoming invigorated by this perfect song. 
To quote a friend, "Damn you Willow 

Smith for making me want to go out!" 
Wow, at nine years old this starlet is 

already convincing the youth of America 
to get crunk and, therefore, boosting this 

song even higher on the scale of Lindsay 
Lohan's music career to Britney Spears 
pre-crazy music career. 
The colorful video (which-I described 

to you earlier) has already accumulated 
more than 9.5 million views on You Tube 
after only two weeks. 
That's three million more than viral phe 

nomena like "Single Ladies Gone Wrong" 
and "My Push Up Bra Will Help Me Get 
My Man." 
Incredible! What is also both impressive 

and worrisome is this is just her first single. 
And given this history of most sing 

ers in the 9 to 14 year old division, it is 
almost guaranteed this not-even-preteen 
will come out with another - perhaps 
even better - single. 
So congratulations Miss Smith, you 

have definitely earned your single of the 
week status. 
Be sure you thank your father - and 

Mrs. Pendergrass, your third grade 
teacher. .Because you are in third grade. 
Third grade! 

CD Review I C-L-A-W-5 

Gospel Claws attract Indie music lovers 
By Mallory Kidwell I Contributing writer 

Over a year after the release of their self 
titled EP and multiple singles, we finally 
see the first full length album from Gospel 
Claws, C-L-A-W-S. 
As expected, the tracks were worth the 

wait. 
Gospel Claws formed in 2007, com 

bining indie rock, folk and a bit of soul 
to produce their own distinctive sound. 
C-L-A- W-S has a similar sound and feel 

as Gospel Claws' previous music, which 
elicits no complaints. 
In fact, they've taken that sound and 

expanded on it, arranging upbeat rock 
tracks like "Walk Me Down" and ''Ave 
nues" with a more energetic uniformity 
while providing intricate folk tracks like 
"Summer Nights Lakeside" and "House 
holder" to give the album a mellow edge. 

By Sean Farrell I Staff writer 

Their soul infusion comes across in 
tracks such as "La Pequefi.a," irresistible 
to jam out to. 
Surprisingly, none of the tracks resemble 

the feel they created with 
"Don't Let It Die," a 
popular song off the EP 
and a sound that many 
Gospel Claws fans may 
have been hopeful to see 
more fully developed. 
Reasons aside, the 

band has steered off this 
direction in pursuit of 
more organic instru 
mentals and melodies. 
On C-L-A- W-S, 

Gospel Claws is reminiscent of many other 
current bands, such as Band of Horses in 
"Householder," Fleet Foxes in "Need For 
Speed," and Vampire Weekend in "Gree- 

ley Estates." If you like these bands, there 
is no doubt you will enjoy this album. 
Not only are their vocals and lyrics 

up to par, their musical ingenuity sepa 
rates them from the 
crowd. 
There is no doubt 

that with this album 
Gospel Claws will 
gain the popularity 
that Joel Marquard, 
guitarist, received 

- with his previous 
band Dear and the 
Headlights. 
Overall, the track 

on C-L-A- W-S cater 
to an indie.feel, but each in a unique way 
that keeps every song fresh. 
This is an album you won't want to miss 

- and a band you'll want to keep tabs on. 
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Movie Theater 
Releases for Dec.3 
I Love You Phillip Morris 

Black Swan 
The Warriors Way 
All Good Things 
Dead Awake 

Night Catches Us 
Rare Exports: A Christmas Tale 

Event Review I Lilting Banshees /SOC XIX 
. . CC 

Audience enjoys raunchy comedy sho~( 
By Ansley Byers I Staff writer 

Did you know? 
In ancient Rome, it was 

considered a sign of leadership 
to be born with a crooked nose. 

Word Play 

The honest, often crude, but nev 
ertheless side-splitting humor of 
the Lilting Banshees hit the stage in 
Brendle Recital Hall in Scales Fine 
Arts Center on Friday, Nov. 19. 
Both full performances were tes 

timonies to the popularity of the 
university's comedy group and the 
audience's expectations were not dis 
appointed. 
Freshman Leslie Ruffing says this 

year's fall show was the first time she 
had seen the Lilting Banshees per 
form. "Overall I thought they were 
very entertaining and funny. I really 
enjoyed it," Ruffing said. 
The opening powerpoint was an . 

enjoyable parade ofoneliners reminis 
cent of the blue and yellow signs that 
papered campus before their show. 
Next was their opening video- this 

year a Wake Forest movie trailer por 
traying an epic battle between the 
greeks and the bros. 
The robe clad Ken Zick cameo was 

perhaps the best part of this piece, 
which, while funny was not their best 

opener ever. The variety of skits at 
this fall performance was impressive. 
Topics ranged from Harry Potter 
spoofs to cracks on the infamous 
and not so well-liked ALE. 
A handful of the skits changed the 

lyrics to classic Disney songs turn 
ing childhood favorites such as The 
Little Mermaids', "Under The Sea" to 
a raunchy rendition entitled" Under 
neath Me." 
The Ban- 

shees tend to 
incorporate 
some love 
stories, with 
some twists 
of course, 
into many of their skits.In one such 
sketch, a guy brought home his new 
girlfriend, Lady Gaga, to his well-to 
do parents. 
Needless to say, the parents were 

stunned by her senseless, crazy apparel 
and bizarre behavior. In another 
sketch, a girl struggles to smoothly 
transition into a new, blossoming 
relationship because her ex-boyfriend 
was Jesus. How could anyone live up 

to that kind of standard? A favorite 
of the night was a skit depicting our 
very own President Nathan 0. Hat~h. 
He was portrayed as an eccent~1c, 

forgetful president wh~ was starting 
to feel guilty about bemg detached 
from the student body and extremely 
concerned about the missing chain 
man artwork from between Tribble 
and Benson. 

Although the 
Hatch skit was 
definitely PG 
rated, a main 
criticism of 
the show was 
that the clean 
humor was few 

and far between. A good number of 
the skits were overly vulgar, obscene 
and at times just downright nasty. 
According to their purpose state 

ment the Lilting Banshees "are 
devoted to bringing uncensored 
sketch comedy to the campus." 
So this type of offensiveness, crude 

ness, what have you is typical of a 
Lilting Banshees' performance and 
first-timers should be warned. 

"201 O: a bad year to be dating a 
T.Woods." 

- Lilting Banshees sign 

"I thin'ksomeoftheskitsare, 
but that most college studen~ 
to enjoy the skits. 
People who don't appreciait 

type of humor would probali! Si1 
choose to attend the show an. aero 
freshman Lindsey Davis said. hip- 
Tickets were reasonablyprict( 1rav< 

for the nearly two hour perfont has' 
Overall the audience did noi and. 

to mind the lengthy showeno· ride< 
stop enjoying themselves. ·· copi 
"The performance was won· after 

money and time," Ruffing sa:. Th 
is good to go and support 11~ und< 
organizations, plus the Bansn~ worl 
funny and a form of entertain· in re 
for a good price." · chan 
The troupe is currently com: woui 

of22 cast memberswhopartit anh1 

in the 2010 fall show. Inforr whic 
about any spring performan(t widi 
yet to be released. · "Fi 
If you have never been to, since 

and are interested in findingoui· sniol 
about the Lilting Banshees1 _ 

visit their website at W\111J 
banshees.com or find the gro~ HI 
You Tube. 

Surrender to Sudoku 
HEAD 
HEELS 

One-liner: 

If at first you don't succeed, 
skydiving is not for you. 

• Star magazine reported that 
Britney Spears complained to her 

CU first husband Jason Alexander 1; (the one she married in Las Vegas) -a that her current boyfriend Jason 
D. Trawick beats her: Britney's rep 
:::S denies the "evidence;' saying the 
D. audio tape was fake. ·- ~ • World champion female boxer 
0 Christy Martin told cops her 
l:ft husband James Martin shot and 

.... .n ""'st~b~b~d her"l~st' ;:;e'ek" after 'she'' 

..:.= told him she was ending their . Z relatlonship for another woman. 

·== 

2 6 
5 9 . 8 

9 3 2 1 
6 3 8 9 

4 5 7 9 
5 7 4 2 

s 6 4 1 

' ,. ,4, / 1 3 
.. "., . ,, .•. 

6 
,, 

• San Antonio Spurs star Tony 
.~ Parker lost his lawyer in his divorce 

· .C case with Eva Longoria -- because 
.':: Tony's lawyer also represents the 
CU man who's married to the woman 

. • U Tony was allegedly sexting. Now 
' . ·- that's what we call a conflict of · :S interest. 
~ 

.a cu - cu u 
• The man who was convicted of 
stalking actress Uma Thurman 
in 2008, allegedly violated a 
restraining order by calling Uma's 
office and cellphone. When the 
Maryland police swooped in to 
arrest Jordan at his home., he was 
literally googling Uma's name. 

Student Union 

Film Screening: Elf 
Dec. 3-4 

7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
Pugh Auditorium 

Short Course: 
Gingerbread House Making 

Dec. 2 
1-9 p.m. 

Benson 410 

Drink of the Week 
Northern Lights 

Celebrate the Lighting of the Quad and the 
beginning of winter with his cold drink, 

certain to warm you up. 

2 oz Yukon Jack Canadian Whiskey 
Dash of peach schnapps 

1 oz Orange juice 
1 oz Cranberry juice 

Pour the Yukon Jack and peach schnapps 
into an old-fashioned glass filled with ice. 

· Fill with equal parts orange juice and 
cranberry juice and stir. 

4 2 3 1 5 7. 9 6 ~ 
1 7 6 8 3 9' 4 2 0 
9 8 5 6 2 4 7 3 1 

Check back next week 2 4 1 5 7 8 6 9 J wit 

for the solution to this 5 3 7 4 9 6 8 1 ~ hth week's problem. ·mm 

If you hadn't noticed, 6 9 8 2 1 3 5 4 /rere Fi 
\(ith we like to keep people 3 5 9 7 4 1 2 8 6;odw waiting in suspense. ;odsa 

8 1 ·2 9 6 5 3 7 4nerrn 

7 6 4 3 8 2 
' ...,, JJ1 JJ 

Difficulty Level: Medium les1 

Movie Review I Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1 

Fan loves the first half of the Deathly Hallo/: 
liverse By Caroline Murray I Staff writer 

July 26, 2007, 11: 14 p.m.; I remember this date 
very thoroughly as if it were yesterday. Since I've 
kept journals for most of my late teenage years, I 
skimmed through a couple and found the exact 
date and time when, as I had scribed, my child 
hood had officially ended. This was the m?ment 
I had finished the last page of] .K. Rowling's Harry 
Potter and the Deathly Hallows. I remember closing 
the book and just sitting back on my bed against 
the wall, giddy yet calmed, saddened yet happy. 
Truth be told, the magical world of Quidditch 

and Blast-Ended Skrewts has not completely faded. 
Loyal fans of Harry Potter still have the new amuse 
ment part in Florida and, more relevant right now, 
the final film adaptation, which has been split into 
two parts (the second will be released this July). 

·. ·,: ' - - tor David Yates, who has helmed the previ 
ous two movies, brings us an satiating atmospheric 
stepping stone of.the Harry Potter series (which is 
also the highest grossing in history). More than 
anything, the films serves to prepare the audience 
for the finale that has us on the edge of our seats 
with dread and apprehension, but also excitement. 
In previous films, we got a mere taste of the 

apocalyptic darkness that is to befall the wizarding 
world with Voldernorr's (Ralph Fiennes) ascension 
to power. In this installment, the fear is full-blown. 
Our three outcast protagonists, Harry (Daniel 
Radcliffe), Ron (Rupert Grint), and Hermione 
(Emma Watson), have severed 
their attachments from both 
the protection of Hogwarts and . 
the protection of their mentors 
and loved ones. They have been 
thrust into the perilous world 
of fighting for their freedom, 
independence, and futures. All 
the pleasantries of childhood 
have been cast away, and never 
has the adult world seemed so 
intimidating. 
· In an effort to find the remain 
ing Horcruxes, which host bits of Voldemort's 
black and splintered soul, our trio sets off into 
the great unknown. Wandering throughout the 
United Kingdom countryside with merely snippets 
of information from Dumbledore, Harry and his 
friends must destroy all the Horcruxes in order to 
have a chance of defeating the Dark Lord once 
and for all. . 
To start with the negatives, Part I feels extremely 

shortly sequenced. One scene jumps to the next 
and in such a drawn-out manner, at that-without 

The' traveling trio risks their lives to visit Ms. Lovegood in his hometolB 
the significance of the three deathly hallows e " 

of the most beloved modern literary das,:" I 
happens to be 780+ pages) into a 5-hour~ 
ganza, you need to hit everything. Todor~ 
need to make sacrifices. 
Although not the best script, the film i. 

and sounds beautiful. When we constda 
matographer Eduardo Serra's gorgeous 
landscape shots and rickety action seque 
film itself is beautifully shot; just look at 
the camera moves through the forest~ 
Snatchers chase our protagonists: simply. 
taking. Composer Alexandre Despl:utcon'. 
a hauntingly anxious and fine score, creanr; 
the right atmosphere for three kids whohaii 11 
thrown into a lonely world of survival. 
Despite anything that Potter loversandnon·:: Er 

alike have to say about this installmenr, wee• ht 
officially declare a final opinion until we~ 
finished product this coming July. Whan•· I Fo 
tell is that Yates has developed an excepnon~ 
and care for Harry and company. Wese°('.r_ Ap 
pain, suffer their dread, and feel their love~· 

I fll lJI~ other, which we can only hope gees rne 
the trials that still lie ahead in another nh>O• 

1 

hal ·v r·nl· fhours of cinematic pleasure ... an etv 
wait that we may not be able to bear. 

truly developing anything worthwhile that we can 
sink our teeth into. And with such panoply of 

England's greatest all-time thes 
pians at his disposal, Yates fails 
to feature them to the degree 
they warrant. 
The script, at times, feels 

inadvertently cheesy. In one 
such scene where Ron explains 
to Hermione that he followed 
her voice to find her again, 
instead of feeling like a pivotally 
honest inoment for the these two 
chemistry-crazy, "oh-God-kiss- 
already" teenagers, it feels like a 

flop, with a couple of audience snickers affirming 
its superfluous, over-the-top effort of sincerity. 
It's easy to get lost about a fourth of the way 

through the film. Unlessyouareofthecongregation 
of J.K. Rowling worshippers, all of the c;haracters, 
plots, and significant details of Part I will seem 
overwhelming and confusing. 
But hey, I'm an optimistic person; there's fair jus 

tification for the film's minor criticisms. Although 
playing out in a rushed barn-barn-barn style, it's 
completely necessary. When you try to cram one 
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CD Review I Thank Me Later I 

,~Canadian rapper proves himself in his debut album 
tud~ 

By Trevor Wadell I Staff writer 
pre( J 
ln1: Since 2006, the 23-year-old Canadian rapper and 
o~. acror, Drake, has created an enormous buzz in the 
s sai. hip-hop and music world by putting out mixtapes, 
YP' rraveling, touring and performing shows. Drake 
ler: as worked with artists like Kanye West, Eminem 
did: andJay-Z. When Drake released his debut album 
iw c. iided Thank Me Later the album sold over a million 
t1. copies and was certified platinum about a month 
as .. 11fter its release. ' 
Bng The album opens with the sound of fireworks, 
'11\•: under a smooth piano. In this song titled "Fire 
s.~ works," Drake begins by measuring his position, 
nter in terms money and status. He says, "Money just 

changed everything, I wonder how life without it 
Iyer would go" and "my 15 minutes of fame started 
ipnnhourago." Then he raps on a past relationship 
In: .. which he later confirmed to be about some issues 
irm_:wirh the singer Rihanna. 

"Fireworks" sets the mood for most of the album 
en, 1ince it has an R&B feel to it. Alicia Keys lends 
Jinv ,moky vocals to track which blend very well. 
;h~ ·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

"Karaoke" comes in next with 'a rough beat, and 
a smooth R&B vibe. Again, Drake is introspective 
on this song, and is talking about how his career 
interferes with a relationship with someone. He 
sings, "Things have been so crazy and hectic" and "I 
was only trying to get ahead/If the 
spotlight makes you nervous/ and 
if you're looking for a purpose." Thank Me Later 

Half way through the song Artist I Drake 
Drake begins to rap in a reflec- 
tive manner and says 'Tm always Genre I Hip Hop, Pop, R&B 
up too late/I worry about you BestTrack I "Fireworks" 
there alone," referring back to Audience [Teens-younq adults 
the relationship again. On the 
fourth song, "Over," Drake gets Rating I A 
aggressive with a chorus that goes 
"I know way too many people 
here right now/ that I didn't know last year/ and 
who are y'all?" 

'Drake maintains his aggressiveness on the entirety 
of this song and also shows a boast side when he says 
"What am I doing/what am I doing/ oh yeah that's 
right/ I'm doing me." Kanye West lends his talent 

II 

the Humor Column I Reverand Robert Hooke 

on" Show Me A Good Time" which is the fifth song 
on the album and is extremely upbeat. After the 
chorus, he starts the first verse with "I live for the 
nights that I can't remember/ with the people that 
I won't forget." Drake gets back on the aggressive 

train, and shares a seat with 
labelmate Nicki Minaj on the 
song "Up All Night." Com 
pletely losing the R&B feel, 
Drake and Nicki boast about 
things feats that they have. 
accomplished in their careers. 
The chorus adds to the swank 
of the track and goes, "Imma 
buy whatever man/ forget what 
they be talking 'bout/ their 
opinion doesn't count/ we're 

the only thing that matters." 
The album becomes up beat again on "Fancy" 

the seventh track. Rapper T.I. and producer Swizz 
Beatz join Drake on this obvious dub-banger. Drake 
and T.I. go back and forth with slick verses about 
women, while Swizz Beatz adds an mainstream 

worthy chorus that goes "Oh you fancy huh? Nails 
done, hair done, everything big/ Oh you fancy 
huh?" At the end of "Fancy," Drake slows things 
down by going back to the R&B feel of the album. 
"Shut it Down" and "Unforgettable" (tracks 8 and 
9) are both have slow tempos and are glib tracks. 
Songs 10 and 11 are the most lyrical on the LP. 
.The l Oth song, "Light Up," is deep and pensive. 

Jay-Z is featured on the song and although Drake 
isn't known for being the most lyrical of MCs, he 
does in fact hold his own alongside Hov. Lil Wayne 
has a verse on this song and it's enjoyable to listen 
to them on the same song. "Find Your Love," which 
is produced by Kanye West, is a love song, in which 
Drake repeats "I better find love/ and I better find 
your heart" in the chorus. 
In the final song, "Thank Me Now," Drake brings 

the album to a close by saying "You can thank me 
now, go ahead/ Thank Me Later yeah I know what 
I said/ but later doesn't always come so instead/ you 
can thank me now."From start to finish, Thank Me 
Later is a great hip hop, pop and R&B album, and 
is a perfect representation of Drake as an artist. 

"Ihe Reverand' te.lls the University genesis story 
evening, and there was morning - the 
first day. And God said, "Let there be a 
value between the two to separate Greeks 
from Geeds." So God made the value 
and separated the Greeks paying the value 
from the Geeds just paying tuition. And 
it was so. God called the value "Dues." 
And there was evening, and there was 
morning - the second day. And God 
said, "Ler the Greeks paying the dues be 
gathered to one place, and no one else 
rhere.tAnd it was so. God called the 
dry private area the "lounge," and 'the 
gathered Greeks he called "Brothers." 
And God saw that it was good. 
Then God said, "Let the Geeds partici 

pate in clubs: ultimate Frisbee and radio 
and the Greeks will judge them, accord 
ing to their various kinds." Andi twas so. 
The Geeds participated in clubs: ultimate 
Frisbee kids dressed according to their 
kinds and radio kids dressed according 
to their kinds. And there was evening, 

3 . William Daly 
Staff columnist 

TO:ig 1~ with staff writer Emma Hunsinger 
I I 

(:n the beginning God created the Fra 
mities and the GD Is. Now the GD Is 
, reformless and empty, darkness was 
er the surface of them, and the Spirit of 

&xi was hovering over their bodies.And 
odsaid. "Let there be Fraternities," and 
4mwere Fraternities. God saw that the 

\ 
t:. r;•ttmiries were good, and he separated 
J !hd ternities from the GDis. God 

'rom 1prJ Fraternities "Greeks," and the 
!)h he called "Geeds." And there was 

them and said, "Be fruitful and increase, 
in number and fill the sororities biddies." 
And there was evening, and there was 
morning - the fifth day 
And God said, "Let the Geed produce 

school spirit according to their kinds: 
the Scream in' Demon, the creatures that 
move along the crowd, and the service 
volunteer, each according to its kind." 
And it was so. 
God made the Screamin' Demons 

according to their kinds, the volun 
teers according to their kinds, and all 
the Geeds that move along the ground 
according to their kinds. And God saw 
that it was lame. Then God said, "Let 
us make Fratkind in our image, in our 
likeness, so that they may rule over the 
Geeds in the stands and the freshman 
on South Campus, over the Screamin' 
Demons and all the volunteers, and over 
al] the Unaffiliateds." So God created 
Frarkindan b.is own im11.ge, in the image 

and there was morning- the third day. 
And God said, "Let there be lights paid 
for by the dues to separate the Geeds 
from the Greeks, and let them serve as 
signs to mark who's cool and who's not 
and let them be lights in the lounges to 
bring the brothers biddies." And it was 
so. God made two great lights - Bucsh 
Light and Natty Light. God set them 
in the grocery store to give light to the 
lounges, to govern the parties, and to 
separate Geeds from Greeks. And God 
saw' that it was good. And there was 
evening, and there was morning - the 
fourth day. 
And God said, "Let the campus team 

with hot biddies, and let these biddies 
get smashed in the lounges." So God 
created the great creatures that are 
sororities and every little biddy which 
the sorority teems and that moves about 
in it, according to their kinds, and every 
biddyaccordingto its kind....God blessed 

of God he created them; Southern and 
proper he created them God blessed them 
and said to them, "Be Fratty and increase 
in number; fill the earth and subdue it. 
R~le over the Geeds in the stands and 
the freshman on south campus and over 
every U:,iaffiliateds that moves on the 
ground. 
Then God said, "I give you one spe 

cial seed-bearing plant on the face of the 
whole earth and remove every seed in it. 
It will be yours for hangovers. And to all 
the Screamin' Demons of the earth and 
all the freshman on south campus and 
all the Unaffiliateds that move along the 
ground- everything that has a smoke 
less breath oflife in it - I give TOMS." 
And it was so. God saw all that he had 
made, and it was a lot like high school. 
And there was evening, and there was 
morning-the sixth day. On the seventh 
day; he finished all that homework he had 
been putting off all weekend. -· 

estaurant Review I Rana Loca 

owntown bar and restaurant offers a wide array of options 
From the outside, it's hard to tell 

· what to expect from Rana Loca. 
The patio seating looks inviting 
as it spans across_ a wide section 

of side 
walk on 
the corner 
of 4th 
Street and 
Marshall 
in down 
t o w n 
Winston 
S ale m. 
Stepping 
inside, 

distinct seating 
areas. 
Walking to the left from the 

entrance, the floor is covered by 
brick red and off-white checkered 
tiles. From the square wood tables 
scattered across the expansive 

'lo~ By Margaret Gelburd I Staff writer 
Rana Loca's unique menu and 
iverse atmosphere 
ts it apart from 
her ethnic res 

Location I 411 4th Street 
Rana Loca 

recently 
Latin 

Hours I 10 a.m. - 2 a.m. Sun. - Sat. 
Serving I Authentic Latin cuisine 
Dress I Casual saurant manages 

embrace the 
trernes of being 
th swanky and 
ordable. Here, 
ne may choose to 
it on a bustling patio, a casual 
ndoor area, or a sophisticated 
ar. Rana Loca offers an array of 
ishes so whether you're a picky 
egetarian or a fastidious food 
onnoisseur, you will be content 
ith your options. 

Price Range I $5 - $18 
Rating I A- 

there are two 

Biology Ph.D. 

room, you can watch the chefs 
prepare your meal in the open 
kitchen, or people watch through 
the glass windows lining the walls. 
Rana Loca has an upscale bar and 
dining area designated for late 
night entertainment. 
Walking straight from the front 

door, one enters into a new realm 
of the restaurant - blue light 
ing and melodies flowing from a 
live band in the dimly lit corner 
create the feeling of a jazz club. 
The musical guests that perform 
vary from cellists, to DJs, to small 
bands. At all hours of the night, 
couples and friends lean over 
tables covered with tapas, Latin 
entrees, and an array of specialty 
drinks, beers, and wines. 
When deciding to eat at a Latin 

restaurant, it's easy to assume that 
the food will be heavy and greasy 

Environmental Health Science 

THE UNCG DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY offers a challenging doctoral program in 

Environmental Health Science to prepare students for professional careers, integrating 

human health and the environment from the global to the cellul'ar levels. 

For information, visit the website: www.uncg.edu/bio/gradprograms/PhD_Environ_Health_Sci.html 

Application deadline is January 30, 2011 
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GREENSBORO 

- making you feel over-salted 
and stuffed for hours following a 
meal. However, with the option 
to design your own dish, you can 
create something to cater to your 
specific taste buds. The menu is 
nearly as diverse as the juxtapos 
ing atmospheres of Rana Loca. 
The breakfast menu supplies 

options for any palette. Here, one 
may choose from hash browns 
expertly seasoned and cut from 
healthy portions of potatoes, a 
variety of eggs - including Eggs 
Benedict - and $2 mimosas on 
Sundays. 
Possibly the best thing that 

Rana Loca offers is the burrito 
bar. While the make-it-yourself 
menu is only available at certain 
times, it is both creative and 
affordable. This option invites 
you to create three tacos, a bur- 

rito, ·a quesadilla, or a salad. 
Choosing from a list of meats, 
cheeses, vegetables, and assorted 
toppings and your custom-made 
dish will be delivered promptly. 
If you're looking for something 
a little more upscale than a "do 
it yourself burrito" then the rest 
of the.menu is promising. 
The .options for tapas, soups, 

salads, sandwiches, entrees and 
desserts are extensive. Diverse 
appetizers range from the Baja 
Calamari for $7.50 to Maduros 
-friedsweetplantains-for$5. 
The sandwiches are accom-. 

panied by a choice of authentic 
Latin dishes such as yucca or 
rice and beans. While some of 
the dishes seem overzealous in 
their attempts to combine fla 
vors - trust the chefs and go with 
your instincts. At first glance, it 

may not seem like seared Mahi, 
smoked bacon, goat cheese, and 
chipotle aioli should be thrown 
together on a ciabatta roll and sold 
for $13.50 ... but its well worth 
it.A trip to RanaLocais not com 

. plere without purchasing one of 
the nightly drink specials. For a 
full list of these specials, as well as 
further details on the menu, the 
website is ranaloca.com. 
While from the outside, it may 

seem like the theme of Rana Loca 
is in the midst ofan identity crisis, 
the paradox of atmospheres and 
dishes is actually its greatest 
asset. Whether you're looking 
for a casual brunch. outside in 
the summer, an outing to a bar, 
a cheap mimosa, or a 2 a.m. taco 
run - Rana Loca offers them all 
with both exquisite taste and a 
complex atmosphere. 

CONDO FOR SALE: 124 Charlestowne Circle; 
minutes to WFBMC & UNIV Upscale 2000s/f; 

3BRs. 2 full/2half BA; all appliances/washer/ dryer; 
Den FP. Move in ready. 336.710.1108. Photos: 

www.callDOUGnow.com 

CONDO FOR SALE: 1225 Brookstown Ave; 
blocks to WFBMC; 10 min to UNIV; Upscale, 
1500 SF; 2 Master BRs; 3-1/2 BA; Updated Kit; 
Hardwoods; Gas Log FP; Built-ins; Garage. Move 

m ready ... 336.710.1108. Photos: www.call 
DOUGnow.com 
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'Make it tlin 
reward yourse 

open the book, they'll think pf you. 
-Journals: One of the best gifts you 

can give to any writer; they'll appreci 
ate it more than they can possibly say 
-Homernade Arts/Crafts (i.e. pot 

tery or frames): When you put that 
much effort into making something 
beautiful for someone, they can tell. 
Trust me. 
-Flowers: Simple, not too pricey 

if you look at the right places, and 
classic 
- "(Name)'s Box of Goodies": Want 

to really show someone that you 
know them? Get a shoe box, paint 
it up, and buy a couple little tiny 
things for them to complete the most 
perfect gift for them (i.e. if they are 
huge movie buffs, buy a cheap DVD, 
some popcorn, candy, and a book of 
classic movie quotes) 
-Board Game/Color- 

ing Book combo: 
Depending on 
who you want 
to give it to, buy 
their favorite 
childhood board 
game and com 
bine with a 
crayons and a 
coloring book 
of their favor 
ite childhood 
cartoon; nowyou're 
ready for a night full of inno 
cent fun and nostalgia 
-Gourmet Coffee and Personal 

Mug: Us college students '(except 
me) can't live without coffee; find 
out their favorite and put a couple 
of packs in a cute, unique mug per 
sonalized just for them (you can go 
to a pottery cafe to do this) 

'Festive_ft[ms 
There are acceptable movies to see 

duringtheholidayseason; then, there 
are a handful that are a downright 
necessity! (In no particular order) 
-Elf: Arguably the funniest actor 

comedian working today, this crafts 
man's absurd, self-deprecating style 
makes for the funniest modern 
holiday flick, complete with a fluffy 
jacket and green leotards 
-A Muppet Christmas Carol· 

You can't help but feel all nostalgic 

when you see childhood favorites like 
Winnie the Pooh or Looney Tunes; 
but it's the Muppet's who spark that 
feeling chis time and show us the true 
meaning of the holiday season 
-Bad Santa: Attention, realists! 

Now there is finally a holiday treat 
for your viewing pleasure; as Billy 
Bob Thorton demonstrates, there 
are definitely those overworked/ 
underpaid citizens with the "Bah! 
Humbug," sick-of-commercialized 
holiday-bamfoolery attitude 
-Loue Actually: A modern kaleido 

scope of the complications of love 
lives amidst holiday craziness, this 
romantic gem (with great characters 
in Bill Nighy and Emma Thompson) 
will certainly lifi:your spirits and make 
you believe in love 
-Home Alone: Who didn't wish 

they could outsmart the bumbling 
house burglars and save the day? All 
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throughout, you'll cringewtthan "l'm 
glad that's not me" expression. 
then turnrightaroundandchcttvi 
a "Kick their butt, Macaulay · 
shout-out 
-It's A Wonderful Life: It's a c 

that never dies. 
-A Charlie Brown Christmas:\\ 

crack up at the smart-assery of 
Peanuts. Seriously, if you haven't 
this, who are you? 
-How the Grinch Stole Christtl'J \\lh; 

(1966): Jim Carrey (the best on-smlY R 
comedic actor, in my opinion) mtimrn 
be a sinister Grinch, but the origim'. lf y< 
cartoon was even more creepy 'FL 
despicable. And yes, singing af~ese. 
to "You're a Mean One, Mr. Gri ronu 
is perfectly acceptable, if not en~ssio 
aged. J11egr 
-A ChristmasStory:Shameon Con 

you think an explanation is n~res f 
for this one. ~~< 
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By Earoline Murray I Staff writer 
Hell Week is upon us, as we are 

all more than well aware of, arid it is 
certainly an endurance trial rivaling 
that of the Iron Man triathalon; hell, 
it's probably worse. 
All of us are at such a point of 

exhaustion and apathy that we 
almost want to throw in the towel 
ofa semester-long battle right before 
t4e final round. We'll survive (and 
don't fear, freshm~n, you will get by 
alive and kicking ... although maybe 
you'll be too exhausted for the kick 
ing part). 
Once we have, let's just say a glori 

ous academic hiatus is long overdue 
(because, let's face it, who didn't have 
a mountain of homework to do this 
past weekend in between our glut 
tonous caloric indulgences). 
To help you get by, look forward to 

the holiday season and all ofi ts merry 
qualities. Here are just a couple of 
categorical challepgb/ solutions that 
many students and families have 
when it comes to the holidays. 

~ivities r _ wewve 
Forget shopping! Here are some 

worthwhile holiday activities that 
people ofi:en underestimate: 
Caroling: You already sing in the 

shower, so why not go make some 
little kid's/old lady's night worth 
while. 
If you want to go all out, 

get some friends together, 
and pull a Glee 
show-stopping £, 
performance 
when you 
knock on , 
all your 
n e i g h > 
borhood 
doors 
(there's a 
new Glee 
Christmas 

. album, if 
you need 
inspiration) 
Baking; One word, 

people ... hibernation 
Light-Seeing: Take a trip down 

your local Vegas strip, and see just 
how much some snow and a couple 
little light bulbs can beautify even 
the crappiest of homes 
SNOW: There's something about 

the serenity of a patch of land com 
pletely bleached and blanched. You 
southerners haven't experienced 
everything snow has to offer until 
you've hit up the holiday season north 
of the Mason-Dixon line; we'll teach 
you how to really have fun: tubing, 
snowboarding, sledding. 
And that fireplace/hot cocoa/warm 

clothes indulgence afi:erwards makes 
the rnemory all the more meaningful. 

§ive t,& ;11- y~~ ar B~~ 
With our financially-deprived 

status as college students, many will 
ofi:en go for the cheapest or most 
expedientely-available gifts (i.e. gift 
cards). This makes me want to just 
slap your hand and say, "No," for 
nothing is more impersonal. 
Quality, quantity, price, regardless 

of what may be most important to 
you when gift hunting, nothing will 
mean more to a person than some 
thing that you put true effort into, 
something that truly comes from 
you.· 
Below is a list of very personal gift 

ideas {most of which, I've received or 
given at some point in my life), and 
I guarantee, your loved ones will feel ' 

the love when presented with 
these. 
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Winston-Salem native shares holiday festiVity even!~ 
By Caroline Edgeton I Managing editor 

Whoever said December was the 
most wonderful time of the year was 
full of it, let's be honest here. Maybe 
once you get a little closer to the ac 
tual "holiday season" (my interpreta 
tion being Dec. 20- Jan. l),it's fun and 
wonderful, but until then everyone is 
cranky and dealing with finals or fin 
ishing up work. How is this time of the 
year in any way, shape or form won 
derful? 
Sorry if this is a bit too "Scrooge" 

for everyone, but the introduction to 
the holidays seems to always be full of 
stress and· angst for everyone I know 
(myself included). So, instead of being 
a big grouch to everyone, it's always 
good to find fun things to do to help 
alleviate the loom· and gloom of the 
end of the year. While it is hard to take 
your mind off of your work and study 
ing, taking a healthy joy break is essen 
tial to maintaining a form of wellbeing 
during those high stress times. 
And fortunately for students at the 

university, there are a surprising num 
ber of events occurring over the course 
of the next couple of weeks that can be 

-Used books: 
There's some- 
thing to be said 
about the age and 
wisdom ofa book 
all highlighted 
and written 
up. 
You can 

really see how 
the book has 
touched so 

many other lives 
before you. 

To make it more per 
sonal, write your own 

little inscription on the inside 
cover/ title page, so every time they 

enjoyed when down time is available 
or when you're in the mood to shoot 
something (make it tequila if you have 
to). 
The first .event that comes to mind 

happens to be an ongoing one that 
gets up and running around the end of 
Thanksgiving and continues until Jan. 
2. The Tanglewood Festival of Lights 
is a wonderful little get away that only 
takes about 15 minutes to get to and 
about 20 to drive through. It is a 1.5 
mile driving route that covers a large 
chunk of Tanglewood Park with over 
180 light displays, 70 of which are 
animated. There are approximately 
one million lights on display overall! 
The cost for a "family vehicle" (i.e. not 
a bus) is $10 Monday-Thursday and 
$15 Friday-Sunday and on holidays 
(including Christmas and New Years 
Eve). 
In case,you need to accomplish some 

holiday gift shopping, check out the 
Krankies Craft Fair that's happening 
Friday, Dec. 10, from 5-10 p.m. and 
Saturday, Dec. 11, from 10 a.m.- 3 
p.m. If you have family or friends who 
are into creative, homemade gifts (or if . 
you're in need of things like cute jew- 

elry), definitely come out to Krankies 
downtown and check this out. On 
that same note, keep up with Krankies', 
events calendar krankiescoffee.com 
for upcoming concerts and what not. 
There's always something interesting 
happening over there. 
Another popular event to attend in 

the community during the holiday 
season is The University of North 
Carolina School of the Arts' produc 
tion of The Nutcracker at the Steven's 
Center in downtown Winston-Salem. 
This year's production is directed by 
Ethan Stiefel, dean of UN CSA school 
of dance and star from the popular 
2000 film Center Stage. 
Now, seeing a performance is a little 

expensive to go see, mind you. If you 
want prime orchestra seating, be pre 
pared to drop $66. 
I don't think many university stu- 

' dents are interested in "prime time" 
seating, but sitting in the rear balcony 
cost between $20 and $25. 
Having seen a performance a couple. 

years back, I can attest it's definitely 
worth it if this is something you're 
interested in. You can purchase tick 
ets through the UNCSA box office at 
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The Tanglewood Festival of Lights is a very popular eve~i: r~ 
attend during the holiday season in the Piedmont Triad. SPo 

(336) 721-1945. If you happen to at- day time, there will be plentY~~ lhe 
tend the Moravian Lovefeast happen- gathering at several Moravianc ~: 
ing this Sunday, Dec. 5, in Wait Cha- in the community to celebrJll S 
pel from 8-9:30 p.m., note that this long-lived tradition. ; Ud 
is a tradition stemmed straight from Clearly there are events ro ' 
Winston-Salem's roots. from in ~he community so geron,~ 
~ile most of you will be with your take a breather, and enjoy your· 

families at home during the actual holi- end wrap up. 


